December 3, 2020
AGENDA LETTER
Commissioners Court
1001 Preston, 9th Floor
Houston, Texas 77002
Dear Court Members:
The following item is requested for the Commissioners Court Special Meeting Agenda of
December 8, 2020:
Request by the County Judge for discussion and approval for the County Judge to
submit a letter and written comments on behalf of Harris County and for authorization
for Harris County Toll Road Authority, Harris County Flood Control District, and other
County Departments to submit letters and written comments to the Texas Department
of Transportation regarding the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the
proposed North Houston Highway Improvement Project.

Sincerely,

Lina Hidalgo
Harris County Judge

LH/jm

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

1001 PRESTON, SUITE 911

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002

(713) 274-7000

December [8], 2020
Via Email
Attention: Brian R. Barth, Director of Project Planning and Development
Texas Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 1386
Houston, Texas 77251
HOU-piowebmail@txdot.gov
RE: Comments on the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the North Houston
Highway Improvement Project (NHHIP)
Dear Chairman Bruce Bugg and Members of the Texas Transportation Commission,
I am writing on behalf of Harris County to submit the following public comments and attached
documents in response to the Texas Department of Transportation’s (TxDOT) Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS) for the North Houston Highway Improvement Project (NHHIP or Project). All
attachments to this letter are also submitted as comments, including the FEIS Report by Huitt-Zollars
and the University of Houston’s Community Design Resource Center. Both entities were contracted to
evaluate the FEIS on behalf of Harris County. I ask that their report be included as comments in the
administrative record, along with this letter.
The North Houston Highway Improvement Project on Interstate 45 (I-45) between downtown Houston
and Beltway 8 may be the largest highway construction project any of us sees in our lifetimes.
Undoubtedly, it will also impact Harris County residents for generations to come. We believe this project
should be carefully considered and designed to meet the diverse needs of our region’s future without
unnecessarily displacing hundreds of families and businesses. If we are truly to put people first in how
we construct transportation projects in our region, we must re-imagine this highway in a way that will
benefit everyone by allowing improved mobility for all modes of transportation, including cars, trucks,
transit, bicycles, and pedestrians, addressing current safety concerns such as narrow shoulders and
short merge lanes, while minimizing the right-of-way that we take from people to do so.
Construction of the original I-45 project concluded in 1967, building the highway through the historic
communities of Third and Fourth Wards, Northside, and Independence Heights, with disproportionate
negative impacts on low-income communities and communities of color. As documented in the FEIS,
the Project would continue this pattern by significantly widening the highway through the Near
Northside and Independence Heights communities, which would displace a total of 1,079 residential
housing units and 344 businesses, in order to add lanes.
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On August 13, 2019 and June 9, 2020, the Harris County Commissioners Court passed two resolutions
regarding the NHHIP (Appendix B and Appendix C). The resolutions, which are attached and
incorporated into this letter, outline required benchmarks for all regionally significant transportation
projects in Harris County. The resolutions also requested changes to the NHHIP in order for TxDOT to
move the Project forward. These resolutions reflect feedback collected from community members and
stakeholders across Harris County through an extensive public engagement effort. This public input
resulted in a new vision, as outlined in Appendix C and Appendix D, that proposes an alternative way
for TxDOT to accomplish many of the safety, flood mitigation, and other benefits of the NHHIP while
retaining the freeway’s current footprint to minimize the impact on existing homes, businesses, and
communities.1 From this public input,2 Harris County learned that community members overwhelmingly
support a vision of an improved I-45 that remains within the current right-of-way as much as possible in
Segments 1 and 2 and provides for improved local connectivity and transit access, including
implementing the voter-approved and funded METRONext Moving Forward Plan.3
This new vision4 has both broad community support and endorsements by numerous elected leaders
and community organizations.5 TxDOT’s FEIS prioritizes highway widening and does not evaluate or
take this new vision into account.
●

●

●

●

●

Specifically, despite numerous public comments, including from Harris County, for TxDOT to
reduce the footprint of the NHHIP, the proposed design as presented in the FEIS does not
consider the possibility of keeping Segments 1 and 2 within the current right-of-way. Rather, the
FEIS reflects largely the same design that TxDOTpresented to the public in the 2017 Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), which substantially increases the right-of-way along
much of the freeway with environmental, social, and economic ramifications that are not fully
addressed in the FEIS.6
The FEIS does not integrate the voter-approved and -funded METRO Next plan, including
dedicated transit lanes for Bus Rapid Transit and increased access to high-speed transit for
communities impacted by Segments 1 and 2.
The FEIS does not acknowledge bayou greenways as parkland, contrary to the new vision
which proposed the greenways as recreational open spaces that also serve as effective flood
control.
Frontage roads, as shown in the schematics, are not designed as city streets with 11-foot lanes,
separated bike lanes, and improved pedestrian facilities in order to improve safety and
accommodations for all road users.
While the FEIS makes some new commitments regarding mitigation for displacement of
residents and business owners, it does not fully address the extent of the impacts to those who
would be displaced. For example, the FEIS does not commit to relocating displaced residents
within their own neighborhoods or replacing the affordable housing units that are affected by
construction.
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See Appendix D for more details.
See Appendix E for more details.
3
METRONext. (2019). Moving Forward Plan. https://www.ridemetro.org/MetroPDFs/METRONEXT/METRONext-Moving-Forward-Plan.pdf.
4
For a visual representation, see Appendix F.
5
Posters. (2020). Make I-45 Better Coalition. https://i-45coalition.org/documents.
6
See Appendix A for a more detailed discussion.
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In addition, the FEIS for the NHHIP includes significant methodological flaws and omissions, including
(i) inaccurate claims regarding the impacts of the alternatives identified in the FEIS, including as relates
to congestion, safety, and evacuation routes; (ii) unsound project structure and methodology; and (iii)
omissions of critical and/or required information, all of which are discussed below and incorporated into
this letter in more detail as part of Appendix A.
I.

Inaccurate Claims
The stated Need and Purpose of the FEIS is to increase the facility’s capacity, reduce traffic
congestion, accommodate projected future traffic growth, expand shared transit and carpool
opportunities with express lanes, reduce traffic crashes, improve the facility’s resiliency from
flooding, and expand capacity for emergency evacuations. However, there are errors and
inaccuracies within both the Need and Purpose statement and the proposed solution that must
be addressed in the FEIS before a Record of Decision (ROD) is issued.
Congestion
The FEIS makes the claim that congestion is leading to safety issues on I-45. The link between
congestion and safety was made with statements such as, “Heavily congested areas are
generally where more crashes occur”7 and “Population and economic growth will increase
system demand, increasing congestion and contributing to system deterioration, both of which
are implicated in safety issues.”8 However, traffic volumes on I-45 have been decreasing since
2008. The FEIS projects that, starting in 2015, traffic volumes would rise 40% by 2040. Contrary
to that projection, the data from the first five years of that projection show traffic volumes
decreasing.9 In addition, research has shown that highway widening projects have improved
congestion only temporarily because of induced demand.10 A local example of this is the Katy
Freeway, where induced demand after the highway was expanded has made congestion worse
than before.11 Without a more careful analysis of high-quality data, the FEIS does not
demonstrate that anticipated congestion on I-45 is an appropriate justification for the NHHIP.12
Safety
The FEIS states that a goal of this project is to “move the maximum number of people at
maximum speed,”13 and that the planned widening will increase travel speeds and safety. This
goal will lead to higher speeds and increased exposure, both of which will reduce safety. In fact,
the recent decrease in traffic volumes due to COVID-19 has resulted in a rise in speed-related
road deaths in Texas.14 Although many of the other design improvements, such as added
shoulders and merge lanes, make the highway safer, moving traffic at higher speeds will not
improve safety on I-45.
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Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 2020. (FEIS Volume 1, Section 1.2.1). Texas Department of Transportation. Retrieved from
http://www.ih45northandmore.com/final_eis.aspx.
8
Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 2020. (FEIS Volume 1, Section 1.2.2). Texas Department of Transportation. Retrieved from
http://www.ih45northandmore.com/final_eis.aspx.
9
Appendix A, pp. 23.
10
Turner, Matthew. (2011, October). Fundamental Law of Road Congestion: Evidence from US Cities. American Economic Review. Retrieved
from https://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/aer.101.6.2616.
11
Amal Ahmed. (August 21, 2019). More Highways, More Problems. The Texas Observer. Retrieved from
https://www.texasobserver.org/more-highways-more-problems/.
12
See Turner, Matthew. (2011, October). Fundamental Law of Road Congestion: Evidence from US Cities. American Economic Review.
Retrieved from https://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/aer.101.6.2616.
13
North Houston Highway Improvement Project: Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 2020. (FEIS Volume 1, Section 1.1.1). Texas
Department of Transportation. Retrieved from http://www.ih45northandmore.com/final_eis.aspx.
14
Begley, Dug. (2020, July 7). Despite a massive drop in crashes, Texas sees rise in speed-related road deaths during the pandemic. The
Houston Chronicle.
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/transportation/article/road-deaths-coronavirus-texas-houston-txdot-15386383.php
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The FEIS also does not recognize the impact of the NHHIP on local streets or frontage roads.15
Frontage roads are crash hotspots and represent increased risks for pedestrians and bicyclists.
With the proposed highway widening, these crossings are likely to become more dangerous.
The FEIS should be amended to design frontage roads to operate like city streets with
high-comfort pedestrian and bike lanes.
It should also be noted that TxDOT recently made a commitment to eliminate traffic fatalities on
Texas roads by 2050;16 this goal is only 10 years after the life of the proposed widening.
Therefore, in order to increase safety along the I-45 corridor in accordance with TxDOT’s policy
direction, TxDOT should focus on mitigating fatal and serious injury crashes first, including those
on the highway as well as feeder roads and local streets, before seeking to increase speeds.
Emergency Evacuation
Emergency Evacuation is cited in the FEIS as being a motive for widening the highway.17 I-45
narrows to two lanes in each direction outside Harris County along the route from Houston to
Dallas, creating a bottleneck for evacuation north of the study area. Adding more lanes to the
already widest parts of I-45 is not an effective strategy to help with evacuation, as the widened
section of the highway will only serve as additional storage space for motorists to queue or slow
on an access-limited highway. The FEIS does not demonstrate any data, analysis, or other
information that proves that the proposed widening will help during an evacuation.
II.

Project Structure and Methodology
It is the purpose of the FEIS to establish that the proposed project is the best option amongst a
range of options, using credible data. However, this FEIS includes a range of gaps in procedure,
data, and analysis that must be remedied before a Record of Decision is issued.
Alternatives
In the initial process of evaluating alternatives, an overly narrow set of alternatives were
considered. An Environmental Impact Statement is required to “rigorously explore and
objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives and devote substantial treatment to each
alternative considered in detail so that reviewers may evaluate their comparative merits.”18
However, during the initial round of screening alternatives, right-of-way impacts were only
considered between Cavalcade Street and Quitman Street and all alternatives that did not add
lanes were eliminated from further consideration19 TxDOT thus did not meaningfully consider
any options without significant displacement impacts.. Reasonable alternatives “include those
that are practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using common
sense,"20 but this project has not fully evaluated a wide range of alternatives for the NHHIP.
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Appendix A, pp. 21.
Texas Department of Transportation. (2019, May 30).TxDOT Embraces Goal To End Deaths On Texas Roads By 2050. Retrieved from
https://www.txdot.gov/inside-txdot/media-center/statewide-news/012-2019.html
17
North Houston Highway Improvement Project: Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 2020. (FEIS Volume 1, Section 1.2.3). Texas
Department of Transportation. Retrieved from http://www.ih45northandmore.com/final_eis.aspx.
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Alternatives including the proposed action, 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(b)
19
North Houston Highway Improvement Project: Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 2020. (FEIS Volume 1, Section 2.3.1). Texas
Department of Transportation. Retrieved from http://www.ih45northandmore.com/final_eis.aspx.
20
Council of Environmental Quality, Executive Office of the President. (1981, March 16, amended 1986). Memorandum to Agencies:
Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's National Environmental Policy Act Regulations. Retrieved from
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2018/06/f53/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf.
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Traffic Modeling and Assumptions
The “Need for Proposed Action” states “the average daily traffic volumes on I-45 in the areas
from 8 US 59/I-69 to I-10 (Downtown area) and I-610 to Beltway 8 North are projected to
increase up to approximately 40 percent between 2015 and 2040.”21 Assumptions upon which
the traffic model was based are not provided for review or scrutiny, and traffic volumes have in
fact been trending downward on I-45 since 2008. Similarly, the FEIS includes several unrealistic
predictions for travel times if the project is not completed, such as 103 minutes from the Near
Northside to Downtown—a trip of only a few miles—in order to claim significant improvements
due to the implementation of the NHHIP. The FEIS provides no evidence to support these
claims, and its use of them to justify such a significant project is not valid.
The FEIS states that the NHHIP will not have significant impacts on local traffic, but does not
provide evidence to support this claim. On the contrary, several local connections are severed
by this project, likely causing significantly increased traffic on surface streets and feeder roads.
TxDOT should, in collaboration with the City and County, conduct thorough modeling of the
impact of the NHHIP on local streets and mitigate the identified impacts appropriately.
In addition, for the last nine months, traffic patterns have changed because of the COVID-19
pandemic. This shift has resulted in fewer vehicles on our freeways as many businesses have
moved their operations to virtual offices. Recent research has indicated that work from home
and hybrid working models will remain more common, even after the pandemic ends.22 TXDOT
should take into consideration how that cultural shift may have a lasting impact on traffic
patterns in its final design for the NHHIP.
Unrecognized Impacts and Unsubstantiated Mitigation Claims
Throughout the FEIS there are significant unrecognized impacts and unsubstantiated mitigation
claims. Several impacts outlined in the DEIS were removed, representing a significant flaw in
the requirement of the FEIS to adequately assess and identify mitigation for project impacts.
The FEIS has removed critical discussions related to disproportionate impacts on minority and
low-income populations23 and climate change impacts.24 For example, DEIS stated that “all
alternatives would cause disproportionately high and adverse impacts to minority and
low-income populations.” However, the FEIS states that, due to mitigation, this is not the case,
while not supporting documentation to support this statement.25 The FEIS also does not
recognize impacts to METRO bus service, the Wheeler Transit Center circulation, or Inner Katy
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North Houston Highway Improvement Project: Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 2020. (FEIS Volume 1, Section 1.2). Texas
Department of Transportation. Retrieved from http://www.ih45northandmore.com/final_eis.aspx.
22
Alexander W. Bartik et al. (2020, June). What Jobs are Being Done at Home During the COVID-19 Crisis? Evidence from Firm-Level
Surveys. R
 etrieved from https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/20-138_ec6ff0f0-7947-4607-9d54-c5c53044fb95.pdf.

North Houston Highway Improvement Project: Draft Environmental Impact Statement, April 2017. (Table ES-1). Texas Department of
Transportation. Retrieved from http://www.ih45northandmore.com/docs7/NHHIP_Draft_EIS_April-2017.pdf; North Houston Highway
Improvement Project: Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 2020. (FEIS Volume 1, Section 3.2.4). Texas Department of
Transportation. Retrieved from http://www.ih45northandmore.com/final_eis.aspx.
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North Houston Highway Improvement Project: Draft Environmental Impact Statement, April 2017. (Section 4). Texas Department of
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North Houston Highway Improvement Project: Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 2020. (FEIS Volume 1, Section 3.2.4). Texas
Department of Transportation. Retrieved from http://www.ih45northandmore.com/final_eis.aspx.
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park-and-ride routes, which will affect transit services throughout the region. The responsibility
of the FEIS is to document all impacts, but it does not do so.
The FEIS takes credit for several mitigation efforts in response to comments, but does not
provide an adequate funding source to implement them. For example, the FEIS says that the
depressed freeway and provision for cap parks would mitigate impacts on East Downtown, but
TxDOT is not funding those cap parks. All claims of mitigation in the FEIS must be funded as
part of the NHHIP, and any improvements that are not funded must not be claimed as mitigation
in the FEIS.
Equity and Ethical Considerations
This project, as presented, does not advance equity and inclusion and instead promotes the
continuation of structural inequity. The FEIS and its alternatives favor white communities while
disproportionately impacting communities of color. In its initial screening of alternatives, TxDOT
was particularly mindful of limiting right-of-way impacts for Woodland Heights, between
Cavalcade and Quitman, which is home to among the most affluent and whitest communities in
the corridor.26 Additionally, in areas with more white residents, such as Downtown, Midtown, and
Woodland Heights, the freeway is likely to be depressed, narrowed, or removed; parks are also
more likely to be proposed. In areas with more Black and Hispanic residents, such as Third
Ward, Northside, and Independence Heights, the freeway is likely to be widened and residential
and commercial properties are more likely to be taken for the freeway project or otherwise
negatively impacted.27 Regardless of intent, the impacts of this project would disadvantage
people and communities of color.
III.

Omissions of Information
Throughout the FEIS there are significant omissions in information, data, and analysis that are
critical and/or required information for an adequate FEIS. These items should be addressed and
mitigated as necessary in the FEIS before a Record of Decision is issued. Some examples of
critical omissions are provided below and expanded on in more detail in Appendix A:
●

The FEIS claims that Bayou Greenways are not designated parkland and does not
propose substantive mitigation. The project would replace the current I-45 crossing of
White Oak Bayou north of Downtown, which is eight lanes and 140 feet wide, with a new
crossing 21 lanes and 700 feet wide, and widens the freeway as it runs along the bayou.
The FEIS does not document that the Greenway serves as a major urban park, that it
will be significantly impacted, or that it is a protected property under federal law.28 The
FEIS states “the primary use of the White Oak Bayou Greenway in the area of the
NHHIP is for drainage and flood control” and that the “function of the White Oak Bayou
Greenway will not change.”29

North Houston Highway Improvement Project: Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 2020. (FEIS Volume 1, Figure 2-2). Texas
Department of Transportation. Retrieved from http://www.ih45northandmore.com/final_eis.aspx; FEIS Public Meeting Presentation, October
2020. (pages 41-42). Huitt-Zollars and University of Houston Community Design Resource Center. Retrieved from
https://www.letstalkhouston.org/7872/widgets/24371/documents/15196
27
Appendix G
28
23 C.F.R. § 774
29
North Houston Highway Improvement Project: Final Environmental Impact Statement, August 2020. (FEIS Volume III, Response to
Comment 423). Texas Department of Transportation. Retrieved from http://www.ih45northandmore.com/final_eis.aspx.
26
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●

The FEIS does not provide justification for projected growth rates. As the projected
growth rates significantly differ from actual growth rates in recent years (i.e., since 2008),
the FEIS should provide justification as to why future traffic volumes are expected to be
significantly higher than actual trends on the highway.

●

The FEIS does not provide a detailed analysis of traffic impacts on local streets.
The lack of detailed traffic analysis does not allow for an accurate assessment of the
environmental, traffic, and accessibility impact of the proposed project. Also, the
modeling approach is not fully documented and does not follow best practices
recommended in National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) guidance on traffic modeling
and documentation of approach and results.

●

The FEIS does not document impacts during construction. The construction period
for the project is anticipated to be a decade or longer, but the FEIS does not
acknowledge those impacts on congestion or connectivity, and does not provide
mitigations for those who would be adversely impacted by construction.

●

The FEIS eliminates discussion of climate change impacts. As designed, this project
would increase vehicle miles traveled in the region and thus exacerbate carbon
emissions, but the FEIS does not document these impacts.

●

The FEIS does not provide documentation to justify its claim that the project will
have a positive economic impact. The FEIS calculates the annual tax loss to local
jurisdictions due to tax-paying private land being taken to widen the highway right-of-way
is $152.9 to $319.9 million, but does not provide supporting evidence for how the project
would have a net positive impact on the region’s economy.

●

The FEIS contains multiple discrepancies between project schematics, FEIS
language, and stated commitments. Two such conflicts are:
○ The FEIS schematics show a six-lane I-10 express lane structure connecting to a
two-lane existing elevated HOV structure on I-10.
○ The FEIS indicates that there will be separated bike lanes on frontage roads, but
these are not shown in the DEIS or schematics.

The studies submitted by the County as part of this comment, the alternative vision developed in
collaboration with the community, and the totality of the mitigation measures that TxDOT could take
demonstrate considerable gaps in TxDOT’s analysis and the need for a more thorough review of
alternatives to the proposed project, as well as additional mitigation measures that may be warranted to
ameliorate the negative disproportionate impact on already vulnerable communities. The County
requests that TxDOT give due weight to community concerns and account for the disadvantaged
position that individual residents face when trying to have input in large and complicated projects, such
as this Project.
Harris County believes that comments submitted demonstrate that the FEIS is insufficient, specifically
that there is new information that warrants additional TxDOT analysis. This, the County believes,
demonstrates that the “draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis” sufficient to
7

place on TxDOT the nondiscretionary duty to “prepare and publish a supplemental draft of the
appropriate portion.”30
We are asking TxDOT to provide a complete FEIS that fully documents the impacts and methodology
as required by law. As we’ve said, this project could be a potentially transformative project for Houston,
Harris County, and our region; however, the right decision about this project can only be made if the
project is fully documented and evaluated.
Sincerely,

Lina Hidalgo
Harris County Judge
Attachments
Appendix A: Huitt-Zollars/CDRC Consultant Report, dated November 20, 2020
Appendix B: Harris County Resolution, dated August 13, 2019
Appendix C: Harris County Resolution, dated June 9, 2020
Appendix D: Letter and Technical Appendix from Mayor Sylvester Turner to TxDOT, dated May 12,
2020
Appendix E: Public Engagement Feedback Results, dated February 20, 2020
Appendix F: Visual Representation of Vision C, dated May 12, 2020
Appendix G: Toole Consultant Inequitable Impacts Report, dated December 4, 2020
Appendix H: Harris County Commissioners Court Order Approving Comments on Behalf of Harris
County, dated December 8, 2020 [pending approval]

30

40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(b)
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Appendix A
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FEIS Report

ASSESSMENT OF
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
TxDOT has released the Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) for the North Houston Highway Improvement
Project (NHHIP) which includes the reconstruction, widening,
and partial relocation of 24 miles of I-45, I-69, I-10, and I-610
from the Museum District to Downtown, around Downtown,
and from Downtown to Greenspoint.
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), enacted in
1969, requires Federal agencies to prepare EISs for major
Federal actions that significantly affect the quality of the
human environment. An EIS must:
- Describe the purpose and need for the project
- Describe and evaluate multiple alternatives (“Build
Alternative”) for the project
- Analyze and document potential impacts resulting from the
alternatives, including impacts on socio-economic resources
(communities, housing, businesses, transportation
networks), cultural resources, and natural resources
- Demonstrate compliance with other applicable
environmental laws and executive orders
- Avoid, minimize or commit to mitigation to reduce or offset
those impacts where possible
- Compare all the alternatives to a “No Build Alternative”,
which would not build this project, but would include any
other already committed regional projects
A FEIS is formally adopted through a “Record of Decision”
(ROD), which addresses how the findings of the EIS, including
consideration of alternatives, were incorporated into the
decision-making process. Once a ROD is in place, the agency
has full federal clearance and can build the project. Any
mitigation that is documented in the FEIS or ROD is then
legally required.
In general, the FEIS resembles the Draft Environmental
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INTRODUCTION

Impact Statement (DEIS) released in 2017. The organization
structure is the same, and much of the content is the same.
There are, however, some new commitments that address
comments TxDOT received in 2017.
Of the issues that the City of Houston, Harris County, METRO,
stakeholders, and members of the public made in 2017,
some have been resolved, but many have not. A common
response is “we are coordinating.” This is an understandable
response for many issues, but it can also indicate a lack of
specific commitments.
In some cases, TxDOT misunderstood comments, and in
some cases the agency ignored them entirely. For example:
- Comment 551, the Harris County Engineering Department
suggests design improvements on Chenevert in the
northwest corner of Downtown, and TxDOT replies with
statements about Chenevert in Midtown, two miles away.
- The answer to METRO’s comment 552 on Polk bus service
does not mention transit at all.
- Karla Cisneros’ comment 441 on the elimination of the
North Street connection across the freeway is answered
with a generic definition of the term “signature bridge.”
- Comment 505 is answered with a copy-and-paste of the
comment itself.
This report is an overview of the major topic areas in the FEIS,
and summarizes new commitments and unaddressed issues.
In general, the FEIS does not address the requests made in
the 2020 mayor’s letter and county resolutions. This report
does not compare the FEIS to those requests.
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PROPERTY
The widened freeway proposed in the NHHIP project would
displace a total of 1,079 residential units (160 single-family
residences, 433 multi-family residential units, and 486 public
and low-income housing multi-family units), 344 businesses, 5
places of worship, and 2 schools.
Harris County has a significant shortage of affordable
housing and many neighborhoods impacted by the NHHIP
project are experiencing rising housing costs and increased
displacement, particularly as existing units are demolished
and properties redeveloped. As the FEIS notes, the demolition
of another 1,000 units will exacerbate the affordable housing
crisis. While residents living in displaced units will be offered
relocation assistance (as is required by law) other residents
of those neighborhoods could also be affected if decreasing
housing supply leads to scarcity and higher rents.
8
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There are a variety of businesses along the project corridor
that are impacted. Some businesses can relocate relatively
easily, while others may have more trouble. Businesses
dependent on local traffic and neighborhood recognition may
not be able to find a suitable location nearby to maintain their
client base. Others may require a large parcel forcing them
to relocate further out. Business displacements may also
impact the amenities available in a neighborhood or create
challenges for employees in terms of commute, especially
since many outlying industrial areas have poor transit service.
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The proposed project, as designed, makes minimal attempts to avoid
displacement. However, the targeted use of design exceptions, such
as lane widths, shoulder widths and radii of ramps, could reduce the
project footprint and significantly reduce the number of displacements
without compromising safety. Reducing the number of lanes would also
reduce impacts. However, such alternatives were not studied in detail in
the design process.

Figure 3
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I-610 and I-45 intersection where ramp radii are increased
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NEW COMMITMENTS
The FEIS makes several new commitments; however,
details are lacking.
The FEIS commits $27 million to support affordable
housing, but does not provide details.
These funds can go toward developing affordable housing
in the neighborhoods most affected by the project. The FEIS
states that TxDOT is working on developing partnerships and
mechanisms to implement this (FEIS p. 7-4). The “Minimizing
Community Impacts Fact Sheet” also mentions a $25 million
program for construction of affordable housing and providing
assistance and outreach; it is not clear if this is the same
program or an additional one. These funds are apparently
separate from, and in addition to, the replacement of HHA units
and the acquisition of other low-income housing. However,
at typical construction costs of roughly $290,000 per single
family unit and $175,000 per unit for multifamily, this is not
sufficient to replace the 160 single family units and 433 units
of private multifamily housing displaced, which would require
approximately $122 million. There are no details on this
program beyond a few sentences in the FEIS and fact sheets.
The FEIS promises enhanced relocation assistance, but
provides few details.
The FEIS states that professional counselors, “supplemental
financial assistance,” and workshops will be provided to those
displaced (“Minimizing Community Impact’’ fact sheet and
Appendix A Tables A-1, A-2, and A-3). It is not clear how far
this goes beyond TxDOT’s legal requirements. It is also not
clear what level of assistance the counselors will provide,
whether they will be local firms or residents, or how well they
will know the affected neighborhoods. Previous projects have
found that there are additional relocation challenges in lowincome neighborhoods such as homes with unclear titles,
which could require higher levels of assistance.
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The FEIS commits to relocating those who are houseless,
but does not provide details.
The document states that TxDOT will “Coordinate with the
City of Houston and homeless service providers to develop a
plan to assist in the relocation of the homeless in a sensitive
way” (Appendix A, Table A-2). There are no further details. The
Coalition for the Homeless submitted a proposal to TxDOT in
May of 2019 for an “Unsheltered Homeless Triage Plan”:
“At 1,000 people served who will be impacted by the proposed
freeway redevelopment project, this would be a $27,715,200
investment by TxDOT, allowing our system to move 1,000
people out of homelessness and into permanent housing.”
They noted the following benefits to TxDOT:
- The first is that this program will provide immediate
temporary housing and then permanent housing and
services to individuals experiencing houselessness impacted
by this project. This should alleviate the occurrence of
individuals being “pushed” from their current location into
neighborhoods and communities around the city causing a
negative environmental impact in other areas of Houston.
- By offering a long-term solution to the impacted individuals
experiencing houselessness, the Unsheltered Homelessness
Triage Program should prevent TxDOT employees from
having to serve as “front line” responders and social
workers before, during, and after TxDOT’s project.
- This project will protect TxDOT from repeated risk of harm to
the individuals living in TxDOT’s “right of way” and repeated
risk of work stopping because of the individuals’ improper
use of TxDOT property.
- The scope of the proposed investment by TxDOT would
provide substantial funds for permanent housing and
supportive services dollars – proven practices to solve
houselessness with impressive success rates (94%
retention) – that would accelerate our progress toward
building a houseless response system that can house
anyone experiencing a housing crisis within 30 days and
ensure that houselessness in our community is rare, brief,
and non-recurring.
8
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The FEIS states that Clayton Homes and Kelly Village units
will be replaced, but does not commit to how.
The entire Clayton Homes complex and part of the Kelly Village
complex would be demolished for the widened and relocated
freeways. The FEIS states that “TxDOT is working closely with
HHA to develop new housing to help address displacements at
Clayton Homes and a portion of Kelly Village” (FEIS p. 6-9), and
has a goal (but not a commitment) to replace 70% of Clayton
Homes units within one mile (Appendix A, Table A-2).

333 Multi-family Units
Kelly Village HHA

19 Single Family Units
296 Multi-family Units
Clayton Homes HHA

Figure 4

Clayton Homes and Kelly Village Sites
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Midtown:
294 Units

UNADDRESSED ISSUES
The project will displace nonprofit affordable housing units
at Midtown Terrace and Tenemos Place.

Downtown:
1 Units

While the FEIS notes that TxDOT has had discussions for
early acquisition of these properties, it does not commit to
paying the full cost for replacing the units, which may exceed
the assessed value. TxDOT does not provide full mitigation
for these displacements.
375 Multi-family Units
Lofts at The Ballpark

289 Multi-Family Units
Midtown Terrace Suites

H
69
1 Single
Family Unit

Figure 5

Midtown Terrace Apartments

80 Multi-family Units
Temenos Place II

Figure 6

Museum District:
64 Units
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Tenemos Place Apartments

The FEIS states that despite the loss of taxable properties,
the project will have a positive economic3 Single
impact.
Family Units

The FEIS calculates the annual tax loss to local jurisdictions
due to tax-paying private land being taken to widen the
highway right-of-way is $153 to $314 million. However, the
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document notes, “The displaced residences and businesses
likely will relocate in the same taxing jurisdictions. Moreover,
the highway construction itself, and increased visibility and
improved access as a result of the project, will bring positive
economic impacts too” (response to Comment 290). The
document provides no support for this statement.
The project would demolish 20 blocks of EaDo between
Chartres and St. Emmanuel.
TxDOT states specifically that while there will be businesses displaced in
EaDo, “it is not expected that economic development forecasts for the EaDo
area would change due to the proposed project” (response to Comment
283). There is no data provided to substantiate this claim. While there have
been discussions of providing opportunities for new development on the
proposed freeway cap, the FEIS makes no commitments to this.

ile

1M
Figure 7

EaDo segment

The FEIS makes only minimal commitments to recognizing
the history of the neighborhoods the project impacts.
The only specific commitment is for Greater Mount Olive
Missionary Baptist Church in Independence Heights,
whose current building would be demolished as part of the
reconstruction and expansion of the I-45 / I-610 interchange.
The FEIS states that “TxDOT will work with the community
to provide a ‘pocket park’ near the current location of the
Greater Mount Olive Missionary Baptist Church along with
a plaque or other suitable commemoration of the church’s
history in the neighborhood” (Appendix A, Table A-2). The
document does not specify enough mitigation for impacts to
historic properties and neighborhoods.
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While the DEIS said that “all alternatives would cause
disproportionately high and adverse impacts to minority
and low-income populations” (table ES-1), the FEIS says
that, due to mitigation, this is not the case (EIS p.3-15),
but the mitigation in the FEIS does not offset all the
documented impacts.
The FEIS says that “TxDOT has made a number of
commitments to offset the adverse effects of the project on
minority and low-income populations related to relocation
of residences and facilities, affordable housing, local
access, pedestrian safety, traffic noise, air quality, and
homelessness” (EIS p. 3-15) and specifically names:
- New housing for the residents of Clayton Homes and
Kelly Village.
- New frontage roads in the I-45 / I-610 interchange.
- Noise barriers.
Safer pedestrian and bike facilities on cross streets.
The FEIS also says that “Overall, the proposed improvements
to the existing freeway facilities would have benefits
that extend to EJ populations including improved safety,
expanded capacity for transit use, and improved drainage.”
(EIS p. 3-15)
These specific mitigations clearly do not address all of the
impacts that the project has on neighborhoods. Furthermore,
overall regional benefits, which help both neighborhoods
that are negatively affected as well as those that aren’t, do
not do anything to change the disproportionality of impacts.
As the FEIS notes, “Nonetheless, TxDOT recognizes that
some of the specific impacts of the Preferred Alternative
may adversely affect EJ populations.” (EIS p. 3-15)
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The construction of I-45, I-610, US 59, and I-10 in the 1950s
and 1960s had significant impacts on the flood-prone
69
Buffalo Bayou, White Oak Bayou, and Little White Oak Bayou
watersheds. The highways run through floodplains, cross the
bayou channels in multiple places, and add impervious cover.
In some places, like at I-610, the current freeway constricts
water flow enough that it causes significant upstream
flooding in neighborhoods like Independence Heights.
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The NHHIP is an opportunity to reduce flood risk by
rebuilding the crossings at Little White Oak Bayou,
coordinating with the North Canal project in Downtown,
and improving local drainage. The FEIS includes significant
new commitments, based on work the Harris County Flood
Control District has done in partnership with TxDOT since
the release of the DEIS. However, the FEIS is not committing
to any flood control beyond what is required to offset the
impacts of widening and rebuilding the highway.
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NEW COMMITMENTS
The FEIS acknowledges Atlas-14 rainfall data; however, it
says TxDOT has not completed an updated analysis.
In 2018, after the release of the DEIS, the National Weather
Service released new rainfall data, called Atlas-14, which
increases the estimates of how much rainfall a 1% (100year) design storm brings. The FEIS states that “In March
2020, a drainage study was completed for Segment 2 and the
portion of Segment 3 of the NHHIP project area that includes
Little White Oak Bayou, White Oak Bayou, and Buffalo Bayou
watersheds” (FEIS p. 3-59), and that “TxDOT will prepare a
detailed drainage study using the Atlas-14 data for Segment
1 during detailed design” (FEIS p. 3-59).
The FEIS says the project has been revised to account for
pre-Atlas 14 500-year floodplains, including changing the
roadway elevation in multiple places.
After the release of Atlas 14, Harris County, recognizing that the
new data would lead to higher 1% (100-year) flood elevations,
changed regulations to require the use of the pre-Atlas 14 500year floodplain as a proxy. The FEIS says that TxDOT has followed
the new regulations for this project (FEIS p. 3-58, p. 3-60).
The FEIS says the project will replace the culverts at
I-610, Patton, and Cavalcade (the three crossings of Little
White Oak Bayou) with bridges, which could enable flood
control projects to reduce flood risks in surrounding
neighborhoods (FEIS p. 3-59).
The I-610 culvert has been a bottleneck for Little White Oak
Bayou since the Texas Highway Department built I-45 and I-610
in the 1950s and 1960s, and has led to substantial flooding
in neighborhoods like Independence Heights. Replacing the
culvert with a bridge will allow more water to flow through. The
Harris County Flood Control District is currently conducting
a planning study for the Little White Oak Bayou watershed
with the goal of reducing flood risk throughout the watershed.
TxDOT’s proposed work will be considered as part of that larger
strategy. (hcfcd.org/LittleWhiteOak).
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The FEIS says that depressed sections of highway will be
designed for large rainfall events, but it does not identify
specific design criteria.
Depressed sections of highway will have pumps, detention
ponds, and drainage outlets designed to pump rainwater out
of the highway as the rain falls. According to the document,
“Depressed sections of the proposed project will be designed
to handle extreme weather events with rainfall levels similar
to the region’s three most recent flood events: Memorial
Day (2015), Tax Day (2016), and Hurricane Harvey (2017).
Additionally, the project will be designed to meet and/or exceed
the most recent guidelines set by the HCFCD” (FEIS p. 3-61).
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The FEIS shows multiple detention basins, but no detail on
design or functionality.
Jefferson
Elementary
School

TxDOT is proposing to build several detention basins to
mitigate the impacts the highway will have on adjacent
designed as
Cavalcade St watersheds. The detention basins could be
Cav
alca
neighborhood assets. For example, the detention
d e Sproposed
t
along Little White Oak Bayou in the Near Northside, could
provide recreational open space for the neighborhood. Others,
like the basin on the south side of I-69 west of Main Street,
could accommodate pedestrian/bike paths to better connect
neighborhoods. TxDOT could commit to designing the basins
to allow these uses, and install landscaping and paths as
mitigation for impacts to green space. The document does not
provide enough detail or respond to community input regarding
the functionality of the detention basins.
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The project crosses multiple tributaries of Little White
Oak Bayou, which may be opportunities to improve
neighborhood drainage.
TxDOT could provide oversized culverts or crossings in these locations
so that the City of Houston or HCFCD can upgrade tributaries later
without having to rebuild the freeway crossings. The document does
not recognize opportunities for future drainage improvements along the
Little White Oak Bayou tributaries.
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The project involves major construction in the Warehouse
District, which has significant local drainage issues.
Proposed
Detention

A local drainage study could pinpoint flood risk locations
and identify where to upgrade stormwater systems within
the TxDOT right-of-way and along local streets that will
need to be reconstructed as a result of the project. The
document does not provide a flood risk mitigation plan for
the Warehouse District.
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Flooding in the Warehouse District
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The FEIS does not consider flood risks during construction.
As noted by TxDOT, I-45 is an evacuation route. Temporary
lane closures during construction, construction-related
drainage issues, and closures of local streets can all reduce
vehicle capacity and it is likely that Houston will experience
a major storm event during the construction period.
Construction equipment can easily be damaged in rain and
wind events and, if not properly secured, may create risks to
people and property, both crossing through the construction
site and adjacent to it. A plan adopted before construction,
developed in collaboration with emergency management
agencies, could reduce these risks. The document does not
provide a plan for flood risk management during construction.
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ENVIRONMENT
As documented in the FEIS, the current I-45 has innumerable
effects on the surrounding environment, and the reconstruction
of the freeway will have considerable impacts both during
construction and upon its completion, including air pollution,
aesthetics and noise pollution. All three have significant
implications for residents of Fifth Ward, Second Ward, and Near
Northside which are low-income communities with majority
Hispanic/Latino or Black/African American populations.
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Based on projections in the traffic chapter of the FEIS, I-45
is proposed to be rebuilt with more vehicle lanes which will
accommodate more vehicle traffic. While not specifically stated,
this additional vehicle traffic will generate more air and noise
pollution. Air pollution has serious and significant impacts on
health, and mobile sources (like vehicles) are a major source
of air pollution in Houston and a big contributor to Houston’s
declining air quality. This is particularly concerning with regard
to schools. Schools located near freeways already see much
higher rates of asthma than other HISD schools, and at least
26 schools and daycares will be brought within 500 feet of
the freeway with the new expansion (Air Alliance Houston,
“Health Impact Assessment of the North Houston Highway
Improvement Project”). TxDOT is not addressing this adequately
in their documentation of impacts.
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Although less critical, TxDOT does document some visual
impacts, such as bridges, underpasses, and frontage roads that
could have an artistic quality, and opportunities for “greening”
the freeway infrastructure, but makes few commitments to
address them. Property values and neighborhood character will
be impacted by noise pollution.

NEW COMMITMENTS
The FEIS is committing to an air monitoring program
during construction.
The monitors will capture levels of particulate matter
(PM2.5), Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), Carbon Monoxide (CO), and
a set of carcinogens that the EPA defines as “priority MSAT”
(FEIS p. 7-1). “TxDOT is proactively developing a program
to conduct air monitoring on the corridor for PM2.5, NO2,
CO, and priority MSAT for a minimum of five years during
construction. At least two near-road locations will be
monitored during this time period. TxDOT is in discussion
with HISD for potentially locating the monitors at schools
abutting or within 200 feet of the corridor. Monitoring results
will be provided on a publicly accessible website with an
option for members of the public to receive monitor data
notifications.” However, TxDOT has also not committed to
monitoring for ozone emissions, which the HGB region has
been in nonattainment for since they started measuring such
a thing. This is also a small number of monitors for such an
extensive project, which is expected to be under construction
for more than 5 years, and TxDOT has not committed to make
any changes or mitigation based on the findings.
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The FEIS is committing to sound walls.
In addition to places where federal noise criteria require
reasonable and feasible sound walls, the schematics include
“aesthetic walls” in some locations where there would
be some increase in traffic noise (FEIS p. 7-2). “Proposed
aesthetic walls are preliminary and the final decision to
build aesthetic walls will not be made until completion of
the project design, utility evaluation, and polling of property
owners adjacent to the proposed aesthetic walls” (response
to Comment 553). In the DEIS, TxDOT described the options
for the location of the sound walls: “Traffic noise barriers
would be located along the outside of the frontage road/
right-of-way where barriers could be continuous, without
gaps for driveways or streets and traffic noise barriers could
also be located in between mainlanes and frontage roads.” In
the FEIS, this language has been taken out (FEIS p. 3-41) and
the barriers are shown on the outside of the right-of-way.
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The FEIS is committing to a weatherization and energy
efficiency service program beginning in 2021 for “qualifying
minority and/or low-income, single-family residences.”
This is intended to mitigate dust and noise impacts during
construction (FEIS p. 7-1). There are no details provided on
who would be eligible, how much funding would be provided,
or how the program would be administered.

UNADDRESSED ISSUES
Roadways have significant impacts on stormwater quality
through runoff of debris, sediment, and chemicals from the
roadway, and the FEIS indicates no treatment mechanism
for stormwater.
Unless some sort of treatment is incorporated, widening
a freeway and increasing traffic will likely increase stream
pollution. TxDOT does not provide mitigation or treatment for
water pollution.
The FEIS does not detail impacts on streams and does not
consider overall stream function.
For example, the document says “A bridge structure that
completely spans a stream segment with no discharges of fill
material below the plane of ordinary high water or high tide
elevation of the water body may have no impact on the water
body,” but a wider bridge may have impacts on the ecology
of the stream, such as what plants can grow alongside it,
and a wider roadway may impact the water quality. The
FEIS states that “Appropriate stream mitigation for stream
impacts would be determined as detailed design plans are
developed” (Appendix K, p. 12). The document does not
currently detail mitigation strategies for impacts on streams.
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The FEIS has eliminated most of the DEIS discussion of
climate change impacts.
The DEIS has a 13-page section (pages 4-1 to 4-13) on
“Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change,” including
a discussion of greenhouse gas emissions of the proposed
project and “climate change impacts” on the project. The FEIS
replaces all of this with a 3-page section that mainly refers to
a statewide analysis (FEIS p. 4-2 through 4-3), that projects
emissions to remain relatively static through 2040. TxDOT’s
model shows unsustainable levels of emissions that do not
meet the newly released City of Houston Climate Action Plan’s
calls for a drastic reduction in VMT per capita and carbon
neutrality by 2050. The document omits the discussion of
climate change impacts and does not propose mitigation or
strategies to work toward City of Houston climate goals.
The FEIS says that regional emissions will decline
regardless of the project.
The FEIS states that “Though VMT is projected to increase
from 2018 to 2040, emissions are expected to decrease during
this timeframe because of the offset of significantly better
fuel efficiency of vehicles over time” (FEIS p. 3-32). This is
substantiated with NHTSA data in TxDOT’s Statewide On-Road
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Analysis and Climate Change
Assessment Technical Report to the FEIS, but does not account
for the recent rollback of CAFE standards which could increase
emissions. This argument is flawed because fuel efficiency is
not a direct mitigation of the project’s impact on VMT.
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The FEIS states that local increases in pollution cannot
be analyzed.
The Mobile Source Air Toxics report says that with
increased traffic volumes, a wider roadway, and the
relocation of the freeway closer to homes, “There may
be localized areas where ambient concentrations of
MSAT could be higher under the Build Alternative than
the No-Build Alternative.” However, it states that “the
magnitude and the duration of these potential increases
compared to the No-Build Alternative cannot be reliably
quantified due to incomplete or unavailable information
in forecasting project-specific MSAT health impacts”
(Appendix C, p. 7). However, Appendix C of the MSAT refers
to four localized modeling studies, which were limited, but
provide precedent for localized studies, even if not entirely
accurate. The document does not analyze or provide
mitigation plans for air pollution.
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The FEIS acknowledges visual impacts on Bayou Greenways,
but states the greenways are not designated parkland and
therefore does not propose substantive mitigation.
The project would replace the current I-45 crossing of White
Oak Bayou north of Downtown, which is eight lanes and 140
feet wide, with a new crossing that will be 21 lanes and 700
feet wide. It also widens the freeway as it runs along the
bayou, which would, according to TxDOT, directly impact 18
acres of open space (Comment 423). The new highway would
also have additional elevated structures, much higher than
the existing freeway, blocking many views of the downtown
skyline from the greenway (Appendix L). TxDOT states that
“The primary use of the White Oak Bayou greenway in the
area of the NHHIP is for drainage and flood control” and
that the “function of the White Oak Bayou greenway will
not change” (response to Comment 423). The FEIS states
that TxDOT will “provide aesthetic improvements along
Heights Bike Trail between Taylor Street and Main Street,”
and “coordinate with the City of Houston to determine
improvements” (Appendix A, Table A-3). The impacts on the
Bayou Greenways, including new structures blocking the
Downtown skyline views, new bridges over the greenway,
increased freeway footprint decreasing the size of the
greenway, and traffic closer to the greenway, are significant.
Even if, as the FEIS contends, the greenways are not parks,
the impacts are nonetheless real. TxDOT could explore
options for refining structure design and alignment to
narrow the freeway footprint along White Oak Bayou between
Downtown and Quitman to minimize impacts and landscape
the area beneath the freeway structures along the Heights
Bike Trail to mitigate the impacts of the wider crossing.
TxDOT would be able to construct mitigation as part of the
project, such as funding the construction of portions of
the Little White Oak Bayou greenway and/or creating new
publicly accessible open space in the Near Northside and
Woodland Heights.TxDOT does not propose mitigation for
visual impacts from the bayou.
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Figure 17

White Oak Bayou North of Downtown Before and After

Figure 18

White Oak Bayou Crossing Before and After
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Traffic capacity and safety are central to the stated
Pease“purpose
St
St Joseph
Pkwy
and need” for this project. The FEIS is claiming
significant
travel time reductions as a result of the project because it
calculates that no-build travel times will be NORTH
very high. The
“How Safety and Congestion Will be Improved”
fact sheet
69
says that, if the project is not built, travel time from the Near
Northside to Midtown in the morning will be 103 minutes,
while with the project it will be 16 minutes.
CRAWFORD

MCGOWEN

DENNIS

However, the FEIS provides little evidence to substantiate
travel time calculations. Nor does the fact sheet specify what
locations these times are calculated between. In the example
cited above, a 3-mile trip on the North Freeway is estimated
to take 103 minutes which is less than walking speed, and the
light rail makes this trip in around 16 minutes today. Travel
times are figured only for driving, not for trips on foot, transit, or
bike. Additionally, this analysis does not include any decisions
not to travel, which would be anticipated with such extensive
vehicle travel times. Moreover, travel times for local traffic,
pedestrians, and bicyclists would actually increase in several
locations due to existing street connections being eliminated.
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TxDOT acknowledges the project will increase vehicle traffic.
According to TxDOT, “The VMT (Vehicle Miles Traveled)
estimated for the Build Alternative is slightly higher than that
for the No Build Alternative, because the additional capacity
increases the efficiency of the roadway and attracts rerouted
trips from elsewhere in the transportation network” (Appendix
C, p. 7). On other projects like the Katy Freeway, this induced
demand has increased traffic enough to bring travel times
close to pe-construction travel times within a decade.
While safety is cited as a project benefit, the FEIS contains
only a brief discussion of safety, with no analysis of what kind
of crashes are currently occurring on the freeway or what
kind of crashes would be reduced. In addition, there is no
analysis of safety on frontage roads and local streets, and no
discussion of pedestrian or bicycle safety. TxDOT has a goal of
zero fatalities on their roadways, however they do not provide
an analysis in the FEIS of how this project will support that
goal or any other safety goals.

UNADDRESSED ISSUES
The FEIS does not include a traffic study for impacts on
local streets.
The project makes significant changes to how the highway
connects to local streets, including eliminating some current
on- and off-ramps, moving some on- and off-ramps to connect
to different streets, adding lanes to frontage roads, realigning
highways so that drivers may take different routes, and closing
multiple streets that currently cross the highway, including
North, Runnels, and Nance. These kinds of changes might have
significant impacts to traffic on city streets, including in areas
not directly adjacent to the project. While TxDOT mentions
both a “comprehensive traffic study” (Comment 22) and an
“Interstate Access Justification Report (IAJR)” (Comment 175),
neither document has been included in the FEIS or posted
on the project website. The document is missing important
information and analysis of traffic on local streets.
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not having a North Main Street ramp) would not affect
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The FEIS states that a “minor change would occur in access
to I-45; however, changes will not likely affect existing traffic
patterns in neighborhoods or affect circulation and access to
other cross streets” (FEIS p. 3-1), but does not provide any
analysis to support that statement.
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The FEIS has numbers on reduction in crash frequency and
severity, but no explanation of where the numbers come from.
TxDOT states that “From a measurable safety investment,
the FHWA required Interstate Access Justification Report
(IAJR) found that the Segment 3 Proposed Recommended
Alternative will provide a reduction in crashes between
30 and 60 percent” (Comment 460), and the “How Safety
And Congestion Will Be Improved” fact sheet cites crash
reduction numbers by segment, but the FEIS does not
provide a copy of that report to show what analysis that
is based on. The report also does not include a detailed
analysis of current crash locations and types, though the
“How Safety And Congestion Will Be Improved” fact sheet
cites a firm called “ValuePenguin” in stating that this is one
of the most dangerous highways in the United States. The
document does not provide adequate information about
TxDOT’s sources.
The FEIS does not discuss safety on neighborhood streets.
Changes in local traffic — like directing all traffic on Polk to
make four turns instead of going straight — could increase
crashes involving people in cars, on bikes, or on foot. The
reduction in on- and off-ramps could also cause drivers
to make longer trips on surface streets, again possibly
increasing crashes. The FEIS does not discuss or analyze
these safety impacts.
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The FEIS states that traffic volumes are projected to increase,
which does not reflect actual traffic counts since 2014.
According to the Frequently Asked Questions fact sheet,
“Between the years 2015 and 2040, average daily traffic
volumes are projected to increase by as much as 40% in the
project corridor.” TxDOT’s analysis (included in the 2014 “I45/Hardy Corridor Study Update”) was based on 2011 traffic
levels and projected that traffic would increase by 0.6%-1.4%
annually, or 4% to 10% by 2018; actual 2018 traffic (from
TxDOT “TxDOT AADT Annuals” data) in Segment 2 is down by
16%-18%, down by 6%-11% in the southern half of Segment
1, and up by 0%-2% in the northern half of Segment 1.
Furthermore, the decision on how much capacity to add was
based on studies conducted in 2001-2005, over 15 years ago
(these are patterns prior to COVID-19 reductions in travel
demand). TxDOT’s claimed need for increased capacity is
based on outdated data.
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Traffic

There are multiple contradictions between the FEIS
documents and the schematic drawings.
For example, the FEIS is promising that feeder roads in
Segment 3 (the Downtown area) and Segment 2 (I-10 to
I-610) will be designed to City of Houston standards, but not
in Segment 1 (north of I-610.) The FEIS also indicates that
there will be separated bike lanes on frontage roads but
that is not clear in the schematics, and the FEIS proposes
to replace the Inner Katy HOV ramps with ramps off the
managed lanes and does not consider the impact on transit
service. The FEIS documents and schematic drawings do not
match in many places.
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The proposed project has significant impacts on the METRO
transit system. A third of METRO’s bus routes operate
through the project footprint, all of METRO’s major parkand-ride corridors run through the project footprint, 3
HOT lanes will be partially reconstructed, and the project
crosses light rail in seven places, impacting all three lines.
Approximately 80% of METRO ridership will be affected.
While some of the impacts will be during the 10-15 years of
construction, others will be permanent. In multiple areas,
Cavalcade
the proposed project would reduce the speed
andStreliability
Cavalcade St
of current METRO service, causing slower and less reliable
trips for riders and higher operating costs for METRO. The
FEIS does not acknowledge any of these impacts.
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service. While the
FEIS mentions the plan, it makes little
effort to coordinate with the proposed transit improvements.
While replacing the HOT lane on I-45 with 2-way managed
lanes could help implement BRT, the FEIS contains no
commitments for managing congestion in those lanes
to maintain transit reliability, and no consideration of
intermediate stations for the BRT. In other corridors, like
Inner Katy, the project ignores the
45 METRONext plan entirely.
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UNRESOLVED ISSUES
The FEIS does not recognize impacts to METRO bus service,
even though over a dozen bus routes would need to be
permanently rerouted.
The METRO 40/41 bus currently uses Polk between Downtown
and the East End; Polk would be permanently removed. The
METRO 160, 161, 162, and multiple park-and-ride routes
currently use the Katy Freeway HOV connection to Franklin
Street that would also be permanently removed. In addition,
multiple METRO park and ride routes use ramps to Pierce
and St. Joseph Parkway which would also be permanently
removed. In response to the DEIS, METRO pointed out these
impacts, but the FEIS states “The Preferred Alternative would
not permanently affect existing public bus service routes”
(FEIS p. 3-24). This is a false claim.
The FEIS says the project will eliminate the driveway out of the
Wheeler Transit Center, but does not commit to replacing it.
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METRO’s Wheeler Transit Center is partially under the
existing elevated I-69; buses enter from Wheeler Street and
exit onto San Jacinto. The proposed project would widen the
freeway here. TxDOT’s schematics show the project removing
the exit driveway and not replacing it. The FEIS states that
“right-of-way requirements would eliminate the existing bus
lane exit from the transit center to Fannin Street” (Appendix
F, p. 5-184). This would leave this part of the transit center,
TRAVIS
which serves five different routes, unable to function,
but the
FEIS does not propose any mitigation.
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IH45 HOT

Quitman (no bus routes)

IH10 W

The FEIS mentions the Inner Katy BRT, but does not
accommodate it.
IH10 E

Replacement I-45 / I-10 connectors
not included in project budget

I-45 Managed

No I-45 entry from
Quitman (not
currently used
for bus service)

Travis (102, 108, 202, 204, 209, 212, 283)

Milam (102, 108, 202, 204, 209, 212, 283)

Preston (160, 161, 162, 214, 217, 219,
216, 222, 229, 228, 262, 298)

Louisiana (no bus routes)

Franklin (160, 161, 162, 214, 217, 219,
216, 222, 229, 228, 262, 298)

Smith (no bus routes)

The METRO Inner Katy project (FEIS p. 3-35) is funded and in
the regional transportation plan, but TxDOT has not shown any
way to accommodate it, even though it would either have to
Currrent
connect
to the NHHIP or pass through the NHHIP project area.

2-way managed
lane on I-45

I-10 Express

by others
I-10 W

I-10 E
by others

Travis

Milam

Louisiana

I-10 entry moves
from Franklin/Preston
to Smith/ Louisiana
(used by multiple
local and P&R routes)

Smith

I-10 HOV ramp removed;
buses use unmanaged
express lanes

No I-45 entry from Smith/ Louisiana
(not currently used for bus service)

Figure 23

TxDOT Proposed Connection to Katy BRT

IH45 Managed

TheProposed
FEIS makes no clear commitments on the extent of
construction impacts.
Segment 3 (Downtown) will be under construction for 9
years, and the whole project could take 15. 80% of METRO’s
riders are on routes that pass through the project area. It
says TxDOT will “limit periods of disruption to the existing
HOV lane” and “maintain LRT operations by utilizing shoofly
and temporary track alignments with very limited outages
for connections and cut-overs” (FEIS p. 3-26), but does not
quantify what “limited” means. TxDOT does not provide detail
Alt 1 - dedicated transit lane on Inner Katy
for the mitigation of impacts to transit.

IH10 Express

“by others”
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IH10 E

“by others”
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Preston (160, 161, 162, 214, 217, 219,
216, 222, 229, 228, 262, 298)

Travis

Milam

Franklin (160, 161, 162, 214, 217, 219,
216, 222, 229, 228, 262, 298)
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The FEIS makes no commitment about how the managed
lanes that replace HOT lanes will be managed.
The four new managed lanes on I-45 between Downtown
and Beltway 8 are designed to replace the existing HOT lane.
Currently, METRO uses carpool occupancy requirements
and tolls to limit the number of cars using the HOT lane and
ensure that HOT lane traffic (including park-and-ride buses)
moves faster than the regular traffic lanes, resulting in
greater person capacity. TxDOT states that the managed lanes
will not be tolled (Comment 552), but does not commit to any
other management methods. According to the “How Safety
And Congestion Will Be Improved” fact sheet, “In addition,
the proposed MaX lanes provide 24/7 dedicated right-of-way
for the management of traffic. This added capacity will be
managed by either type of vehicle, capacity, and/or ingress/
egress points. This increased capacity means more users
can access the system which has a subsequent benefit of a
reduction in congestion on the local street network as well.”
This could mean that the only restriction on traffic using the
lanes is the limitation of on- and off-ramps. The FEIS does not
specify how managed lanes will operate.

Main Lanes
Figure 24

Undefined

Main Lanes

TxDOT Proposed Managed Lane Operations

TxDOT Proposed Managed Lane Operations
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North Fre
The FEIS schematics show a six-lane I-10 express lane
structure connecting to a two-lane existing elevated HOV
structure on I-10.
The I-10 express lanes proposed in the project connect
general traffic
lanes
the East Freeway
to the
Katy Freeway so that traffic
Downtown
going past Downtown on I-10 can bypass the freeway
HOV lanes (operated by METRO)
interchanges.
In general there are four express lanes; with(Franklin)
two additional lanes connecting to ramps into Downtown.
The drawings show the six proposed express lanes
connecting to an existing two-lane ramp in the center of
the Katy Freeway, requiring three lanes of traffic to merge
new
lanesno
-->traffic modeling is provided, it is not
intoelevated
one. Since
clear how effective these lanes are given that bottleneck.
“by others”

“by others”
Figure 25

I-10 Express Lanes

Currrent Ramp
Demolished

The FEIS is not clear on whether these ramps, or any lanes on the structure,
are for HOV or general traffic.
The scxheamtics do not indicate that these lanes are HOV lanes.

Lanes

“Access for buses to Downtown from the I‐10 HOV lane would be provided by a dedicated ramp to Smith St. from the I‐10 express lanes.” (comment 211)
“A dedicated bus/HOV lane has been added to the I‐10 express lanes with direct access to Smith St. and Louisiana St. to replace the existing connector.” (comment 552)
“The direct connector consisting of I-10 HOV lanes from I-10 at Studewood Street to Franklin 12 Street would be removed. The proposed new direct connectors would provide access to and
13 from the I-10 MaX express lanes for this portion of the neighborhood.” (Community Impact technical report, page 5-161)
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The FEIS proposes to replace the Inner Katy HOV ramps
with ramps off the managed lanes and does not consider
the impact on transit service.
Currently, there is a barrier-separated two-way HOV lane
from the inside lanes of the Katy Freeway near Studemont
to Franklin Street on the northwest corner of Downtown,
which is used by METRO 160, 161, 162, and multiple parkand-ride routes to bypass congestion near Downtown. This
ramp would also be the logical connection to Downtown for
METRO’s Inner Katy BRT line, approved by voters in 2019.
(The BRT project is mentioned in Table 3-5 of the FEIS,
but there is no indication of how it would be coordinated
with NHHIP.) The FEIS would tear down most of this lane,
leaving the western portion as part of the I-10 express
lanes. Instead, METRO buses would use new ramps from
the express lanes to Smith and Louisiana, a quarter mile
from the current ramp. According to TxDOT, “a dedicated
bus / HOV lane has been added to the I-10 express lanes”
(Comment 552), but the schematics do not show this lane,
and it is not clear how far west it would go. The FEIS does
not analyze whether this HOV lane, separated from regular
traffic only by painted lines, would be as fast or reliable for
transit as the current lanes, separated by concrete barriers.
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The proposed 2-way lanes stop short of Greenspoint.
The METRONext plan includes a 2-way BRT from Downtown to
IAH via Greenspoint, but the 2-way managed lanes proposed in
the project stop short of Beltway 8. This would put BRT in mixed
traffic on the frontage road. A short extension of the managed
lanes with a ramp to Greenspoint would enable much better
transit service. The NHHIP project does not continue far enough
to usefully accommodate the proposed BRT.
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Before the afternoon rush hour, METRO stages buses at the
edges of Downtown to be ready to start their runs on schedule.
Much of this activity happens in the southeast corner of
downtown. Several of these locations, including Heiner Street,
would be affected by the project. The FEIS does not discuss
this important transit function, and does not include any
commitments to retaining or relocating the layover locations.
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LOCAL BIKE, PEDESTRIAN,
AND VEHICLE CONNECTIONS

DENNIS

DREW

JACKSON

CHENEVERT

The North Houston Highway Improvement Project will
impact local street mobility, pedestrian connectivity, and
bikeways. The FEIS focuses on improvements to the highway
corridor, with minimum reference to how these changes will
impact vital crossings that allow people to move from one
side of the highway to the other. Without a traffic study on
local streets, it is extremely difficult to account for all of the
possible scenarios along the corridor and analyze appropriate
mitigation. The FEIS does not discuss safety on neighborhood
streets, including where new ramps designed for higher
speeds will be connecting to small local streets. In many
instances, TxDOT says it will accommodate pedestrian and
bike paths that will mitigate the removal of current crossings,
but it does not commit to building or funding them.
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The FEIS says the highway
will be designed for a hike-andNorthline Commons
bike path along Little White Oak Bayou.

Little White Oak Bayou parallels I-45 from near Downtown
through Woodland Heights, the Near Northside,
Independence Heights, and Acres Homes. Currently, the
bayou is culverted at the two intersections with I-45 and
where it crosses I-610, making it impossible to add a hike
and bike trail along the bayou. TxDOT says these crossings
will be replaced with bridges that are large enough to fit a
trail (response to Comment 423).
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W Gulf Bank
Rd

W Gulf Bank Rd

The FEIS says that TxDOT will attempt to accommodate a
hike-and-bike path across Halls Bayou.
I-45 crosses Halls Bayou just north of West Mount Houston
Road. The current bridge is too narrow for a trail to cross
under the highway. TxDOT says they will try to accommodate
a trail under the rebuilt highway, but will coordinate with
the City of Houston for an alternate crossing if that is not
possible (Comment 318).
Proposed Frontage Road
Current FIRM Map 1% Elevation 80 ft
Existing Street approximately 78 ft
12 ft clear

Proposed Hike
& Bike Trail

Figure 29
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Typical bayou water
elevation approximately 65 ft
HALLS BAYOU

Possible Section at Halls Bayou and I-45
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The FEIS indicates that there will be separated bike lanes
on frontage roads but that is not clear.
The DEIS and schematics showed a 15-foot wide outer lane
on the frontage road with the intent it would be shared by
cars and bikes. That design does not meet Houston Bike
Plan guidelines, which recommend separated bike lanes on
roads with speed limits of 40 mph or above. TxDOT indicates
that the project will have dedicated bike lanes, physically
separated from cars instead: “TxDOT is no longer proposing
an outside 15’ shared use lane. Bicycle facilities will be
dedicated facilities and will be detailed during design”
(response to Comment 53). However, the schematics still
show shared lanes, and some other sections of the FEIS (i.e.,
FEIS p. 3-34) refer to shared lanes.

Figure 30

TxDOT Proposed Frontage Road
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The FEIS is promising that feeder roads in Segment 3
(the Downtown area) and Segment 2 (I-10 to I-610) will be
designed to City of Houston standards, but not in Segment 1
(north of I-610.)
Typically, frontage roads have wider lanes, broader curves
at intersections, and less landscaping than city streets.
According to TxDOT, “The streets parallel to the freeway in
Segments 2 and 3 will follow the City of Houston standards
and lanes will be 11’ wide” (“Design Specific Requests &
Responses by NHHIP Segment” fact sheet). The current
schematics typically show 3-lane frontage roads in Segment
2, compared to 1-2 lane frontage roads today. TxDOT will
reconsider the number of lanes there, possibly reducing
them by one lane from what is shown in the schematic
(Comment 553). In Segment 1, TxDOT says “The frontage
roads in Segment 1 function as a transition between the
freeway and the local businesses and need to retain TxDOT
design standards of 12’ lanes” (“Design Specific Requests &
Responses by NHHIP Segment”).
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The FEIS says the project will accommodate the Navigation/
Commerce underpass.
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The Gulf Coast Rail District has proposed an underpass
that would replace the current Navigation underpass
leading from Downtown to the East End and replace the
Commerce Street railroad crossing with an underpass.
The DEIS schematics showed a highway configuration that
RUNNELS
RUNNELS
would conflict with that project. The schematics
have been
modified, and TxDOT states the project has been designed to
work with the underpass (response to Comment 553).
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FEIS Report

The FEIS says the project will accommodate the San Jacinto
underpass.

MAIN

The City of Houston has long proposed to extend San
Jacinto Street from Downtown north across the railroad
tracks to the Hardy Yard and Near Northside. TxDOT says
that “Support columns for the elevated I-10 main and
express lanes and I-45 main lanes will be positioned to
accommodate the northward extension of San Jacinto
Street” (Comment 318).
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Figure 32

San Jacinto Underpass
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Local Bike, Pedestrian, and Vehicle Connections

UNRESOLVED ISSUES
The FEIS says that the loss of the Polk Street connection
from EaDo and the East End to Downtown would be
mitigated by a southbound road behind the George R.
Brown Convention center and a new bike lane, which is
unfeasible mitigation.
In the proposed project, Polk Street would be removed where it
crosses the freeway. Instead, drivers headed west would need
to make a right turn, drive two blocks on St. Emmanuel, U-turn
over the freeway, drive two blocks on a new roadway that would
be added behind the convention center, then make a right onto
Polk. Drivers headed east would need to go three blocks south
instead. The FEIS says that “One of the key benefits of the
project is that we can restore a continuous southbound street
parallel to the highway between Commerce and Leeland Street.
This restored street (noted as Hamilton in the schematic) would
reestablish connectivity of four east/west streets that were
severed when the GRB Convention Center was constructed
(Dallas, Lamar, McKinney, and Walker) and improve access
between Downtown and areas to the east (East End and Third
Ward)” (response to Comment 52). For bicycle traffic on Polk,
TxDOT commits to a new bike lane connecting the Columbia Tap
trail to Downtown (response to Comment 285).

Figure 33

Polk Street Downtown Connection
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FEIS Report

The FEIS says that keeping Runnels in place is not feasible,
despite community requests.
Currently, Runnels crosses under I-69, creating a connection
between Jensen/Navigation and McKee. The proposed freeway
would be at grade here, blocking a surface connection. In
response to comments asking for this connection to be
preserved by building an underpass, TxDOT says that Runnels
“cannot be extended below I‐69 within the proposed ROW of
the project” (response to Comment 553). TxDOT’s response is
inadequate for the Fifth Ward and Second Ward communities.

Figure 34
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Runnels Removal

Local Bike, Pedestrian, and Vehicle Connections

In the Warehouse District, the FEIS says that Rothwell will
“replace Nance Street as the connection to Jensen.”
Currently, Nance Street connects the area between I-10, I-69,
and Buffalo Bayou under I-69 to the Fifth Ward, and Providence
Drive makes a similar westbound only connection just north
of I-10. Both have at grade railroad crossings. The geometry
of the new freeway blocks Nance, which would have to be
removed where it crosses the highway. In the FEIS schematics,
Providence would be rebuilt to go under the railroad tracks,
and Rothwell would be extended as an eastbound one-way
street under the railroad tracks. TxDOT states that “Rothwell
Street replaces Nance Street as the connection to Jensen St”
(response to Comment 392). However, this would only work for
eastbound traffic; westbound trips would be more than half a
mile longer. This proposed mitigation is inadequate for people
traveling from the Fifth Ward.

Figure 35

Nance Removal
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FEIS Report

The FEIS schematics do not show extending San Jacinto to
connect to the freeway.
Today, San Jacinto acts as a major connection between the
I-10 East Freeway and Downtown; the street connects directly
to and from ramps in both directions. The project would
move the freeway further north here, meaning it no longer
intersects San Jacinto. However the schematics do not show
San Jacinto being extended to meet the new freeway. The only
streets extending to the freeway in this area would be Naylor
and Walnut, both narrow streets, and both show connections
only to the westbound feeder road. While it would be possible
to extend San Jacinto to meet the freeway, this does not seem
to be included in the project design or budget.
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Figure 36

San Jacinto Freeway Access
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FEIS Report

The FEIS does not propose any new connection to mitigate
the removal of the North Street overpass.
Currently, North Street provides a connection for local traffic,
pedestrians, and bicyclists from the Near Northside to
Woodland Heights, also it is the most direct connection for
students attending Travis Elementary from Near Northside.
That bridge is removed and not replaced in the proposed
project because the highway will be at ground level, rather
than below grade as it is today. The FEIS states that this would
“not represent a substantial change” to car traffic since North
Main and Quitman would still cross the freeway (Appendix F,
p. 5-154). For people on foot and on bikes, TxDOT says that the
alternate crossing would be North Main Street (response to
Comment 2), which is a 10 minute walk away. TxDOT also says
that a new trail along Little White Oak Bayou could provide
an alternate bicycle and pedestrian connection, but says that
would not be funded by TxDOT (response to Comment 43).
TxDOT does not provide adequate mitigation to the loss of
North Street despite community requests.

Figure 37
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1/4 Mile

The project proposes to remove a block of Blodgett Street
without a replacement.
Blodgett is currently continuous across Main Street,
connecting to the Museum district to the east and ultimately
to Richmond on the west. The schematics show the block
between Fannin and Caroline being removed. The nearest
street to the south, Wentworth, is one-way eastbound.
Blodgett is a useful connection from Montrose to Main Street
and further east to Third Ward, and an essential part of the
Wheeler Transit Center bus circulation. TxDOT does not
provide mitigation for the loss of Blodgett Street.
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Figure 38

Blodgett Removal
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The schematics
continue to show Cleburne being
WINBERN
disconnected at the freeway.

Cleburne is a key east-west connection, and there have been
ALABAMA
ALABAMA
many neighborhood requests to retain it. The schematics
indicate that TxDOT is ignoring community input.
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The new westbound frontage road along I-69 from north of
Alabama to Caroline creates complex traffic patterns that
could have significant impacts on neighborhoods.

STUART

This roadway essentially replaces the Fannin exit for I-69
(though, unlike the current exit, it does not work for drivers
coming from 288). However it has no direct connection to
Fannin, stopping two blocks short. It also creates a series
of awkward intersections at Austin/Eagle, Cleburne, and
Isabella. It is not clear from the FEIS that TxDOT has given
any consideration of how this traffic will connect through the
neighborhood and how local traffic patterns will change.
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Caroline Exit Ramp
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The original construction of 288 repurposed a two block
section of Chenevert Street just south of Elgin Street
as a freeway ramp. The ramp is being removed, but the
schematics do not propose to restore the original continuous
2-way configuration of Chenevert. The FEIS proposes
to replace these ramps in part with a new connection to
Chenevert further south. However this connection is a
“T” intersection without a good connection to the east. A
connection to Holman may be more useful. TxDOT does not
provide adequate mitigation for these lost connections.
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Proposed Chenevert
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The project leaves local streets disconnected in the
southeast corner of Midtown.
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At Webster Street, the proposed design interrupts local street
connectivity and creates a possibly unsafe merge condition.
St. Emmanuel is interrupted, creating a discontinuity in a
key north-south street. At the same location, the northbound
frontage road and a northbound exit ramp to Gray Street
come together. This happens only a block south of Gray
Street, creating unsafe weaving conditions between the exit
ramp and the downstream intersection. TxDOT does not
provide full mitigation for these unsafe conditions.
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FEIS Report

The connection from Leeland to Bell will be eliminated with
the proposed design.
This connection currently allows traffic from the East End
to transition smoothly from the two-way Leeland Street
to the one-way couple of Leeland and Bell. Removing this
connection would require eastbound traffic to detour and
make multiple turns. TxDOT does not provide full mitigation
for the loss of this connection.

Figure 43
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Appendix C
Harris County Resolution
June 9, 2020
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June 2, 2020
AGENDA LETTER

Commissioners Court
1001 Preston Street, 9th Floor
Houston, TX 77002
Dear Commissioners:
The following item is recommended for the June 9, 2020, Commissioners Court agenda:
Request for approval of a resolution regarding the North Houston Highway Improvement
Project (NHHIP). The resolution requests that the Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT) do the following:
1. Study an alternate configuration for Segments 1 & 2.
2. Work with the City of Houston, Harris County, and the Harris County Flood
Control District to appropriately mitigate any displacement of residents and
business owners.
3. Work with the City of Houston and Harris County to more fully address and
mitigate impacts to streets serving the Harris County courthouse and
administrative complex.
4. Provide significant opportunities for effective multilingual public engagement on
the foregoing studies and work.
Sincerely,

Lina Hidalgo
County Judge
LH/jm
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NHHIP Round 2 Workshops - Community Feedback - Meetings + Online Survey

Connections

Property

Flooding

Traffic

Alt # Title

TxDOT
Proposal Alt XX.1

01

Capacity

63

02

Managed/Transit Lane Counts

53

03

Managed Lane Operations

04

Bus Rapid Transit Alternatives

05
06

46

Alt XX.2

Alt XX.3

Alt XX.4

TxDOT
Proposal Alt XX.1

Total

49

346

55

559

11%
10%

26

93

150

203

525

115

116

180

84

495

40

84

137

208

Bus Rapid Transit at Greenspoint

53

344

Bus Rapid Transit at North Main

70

194

07

Bus Rapid Transit at Crosstimbers

53

158

40

08

Bus Rapid Transit Station at Tidwell

58

362

09

Transit Center at North Shepherd/Little York

36

101

291

10

Katy Freeway HOV connection

42

210

188

11

Frontage Road Intersections

59

424

12

Frontage Road Cross Section

41

109

13

Frontage Lane Count

70

14

North Main Street Off-Ramp

98

15

Ramps in NE corner of Downtown

16

Ramps in SW corner of Downtown

17

8%

Alt XX.2
9%
18%

29%

39%

23%

36%

17%

44%

18%

29%

44

441

12%

78%

10%

213

477

15%

41%

45%

436

12%

36%

9%

420

14%

86%

428

8%

24%

68%

440

10%

48%

43%

483

12%

88%

507

8%

21%

425

495

14%

86%

361

459

21%

79%

46

390

436

11%

89%

119

96

430

28%

22%

Frontage Roads at Halls Bayou

36

434

470

8%

92%

18

Little White Oak Bayou Greenway

36

467

503

7%

93%

20

Narrow Cross Section Through Design Exceptions

92

377

469

20%

80%

21

I-610 Ramp Radius

56

410

466

12%

88%

22

Cross Section at White Oak Bayou

75

235

310

24%

76%

23

East Downtown Trench

95

67

463

21%

14%

24
25

Assistance for Displaced Residents
Affordable Housing

37
54

437
409

474
463

8%
12%

92%
88%

26

Crossitmbers Complete Street

33

56

448

7%

13%

27

Mitigating Increased Neighborhood Traffic

60

383

443

14%

86%

28

Independence Heights Frontage Roads

101

326

427

24%

76%

29

North Main Pedestrian Connectivity and Parks

23

113

232

446

5%

30

North Street Connection

28

164

194

386

31

Fifth Ward/Lyons Ave Connectivity to Downtown

42

93

115

408

32

San Jacinto Connection

72

350

422

17%

83%

33

Rail Relocation

62

372

434

14%

86%

35

Runnels Street Underpass

39

363

402

10%

90%

36
37

Railroad Grade Separation at Commerce St.
Polk Street

32
36

44
187

395
397

8%
9%

11%
47%

112

103

301

211

319
94

148

78
158

80

10%

5%

9%

357

62%

Alt XX.4

23%

469

185

Alt XX.3

42%

70%

26%

24%

65%

47%

33%

25%

52%

17%

7%

42%

50%

10%

23%

28%

39%

81%
24%

20%
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MEMORANDUM
December 4, 2020
To:

Harris County Engineering Department
1001 Preston, 7th Floor
Houston, TX 77002
Office: (713) 274-3628
Mobile: (832) 499-9920

From: Andrea Ostrodka, AICP, Toole Design Group
Project: NHHIP Final Environmental Impact Statement Response
Re: Inequitable Impacts to Black and Hispanic Communities in the NHHIP

The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) has been planning the I-45 North Houston Highway
Improvement Project (NHHIP) for over 15 years. The preferred alternative covers from U.S. Highway 59 (US
59)/I-69 to Beltway 8 North, including modifications along US 59/I-69 between I-45 and Spur 527 in Harris County,
Texas. The project is divided into three segments: Segment 1 is Beltway 8 North to I-610; Segment 2 is I-610 to
I-10; and Segment 3 is the Downtown Loop System (I-45, I-10, and US 59/I-69). The project proposes to widen
the highway by adding travel lanes and shoulders in each direction, reconstructing the main line and frontage
roads, rerouting portions of the highway and reconstructing the interchange at I-45 and I-610 North. HOV lanes
and transit access are proposed, however, operational funding for transit service is not included in the project.
Bicycle and pedestrian features are also proposed along frontage roads and some cross streets. On September
25, 2020, the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), as lead agency, issued the Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS) for the proposed NHHIP “proposed project” or “project.” After comments are received
and reviewed, a Record of Decision will be issued, potentially positioning the project to move forward with detailed
design and utility work. The Record of Decision is one of the last milestones in the process, leading up to
construction. Toole Design, under contract to Harris County, has reviewed the FEIS and prepared a qualitative
assessment of the impacts the project may have on minority, low-income, and vulnerable populations.

Inequitable Impacts
The FEIS and its alternatives seem to favor white communities while disproportionately impacting communities of
color. In areas with more white residents, the freeway is likely to be depressed, narrowed, or removed; parks are
also more likely to be proposed. In areas with more Black and Hispanic or Latinx residents, the freeway is likely to
be widened and residential and commercial properties are more likely to be taken for the freeway project or
otherwise negatively impacted.

Figure 1: NHHIP Impacts and Racial Dot Map

Alternatives that avoid negative impacts to Black and Latinx communities and result in desired outcomes,
including fewer fatal collisions, a more effective strategy for emergency evaluation, less severe flooding should be
considered and fully evaluated.
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Supporting Material
Disproportionate impacts on Communities of Color
The proposed mitigation strategy seems to be based primarily on an evaluation of financial impacts but not on
social, cultural, family, or historic impacts. The impacts of the NHHIP will displace single family homes, multifamily homes, businesses, schools, and places of worship in historic and culturally significant African American
communities. Significant freeway widening is proposed adjacent to the historically Black (but gentrifying)
neighborhood of Third Ward but while the proposed right-of-way impacts seem minimal, significant damage was
already caused by the original freeway project which are intensified by the impacts from the NHHIP.
This project almost exclusively negatively impacts Black and Hispanic or Latinx communities. Proposed mitigation
strategies such as freeway removals, depressed freeway segments and freeway caps are being proposed near
predominantly white (or gentrifying) communities including Midtown/Montrose, Woodland Heights and East
Downtown. In Segment 1, the freeway will be widened and/or elevated; this is the longest segment in the project
and the negative impacts are nearly exclusively to Black and Latinx communities. In Segment 2, negative impacts
are nearly exclusive to Latinx communities; whereas in locations where there are more white residents, a park
(freeway cap) or freeway removal is proposed. In Segment 3, Black and Latinx communities will be negatively
impacted, while the white and/or less populated area is mitigated with the depression of the freeway below grade
and the construction of a park. (See Figure 1). While the intent of this project may not be to purposely
disadvantage people and communities of color, the overwhelming fact is that it does.
Systemic/structural racism
The Aspen Institute defines Structural Racism as “A system in which public policies, institutional practices, cultural
representations, and other norms work in various, often reinforcing ways to perpetuate racial group inequity. It
identifies dimensions of our history and culture that have allowed privileges associated with “whiteness” and
disadvantages associated with “color” to endure and adapt over time.” Deep racial and ethnic inequities exist in
the City of Houston and in Harris County today and these inequities will be reinforced and continued with the
construction of this project. Housing and commercial property values adjacent (and near adjacent) to the freeway
will likely decline, limiting family wealth generated through long-term property ownership, and growth of
generational wealth enjoyed by other communities.
It should also be noted that Independence Heights (located northwest of downtown Houston, just west of and
adjacent to Segment 1) was listed in the National Register of Historic Places on June 4, 1997. Section 4(f) of the
U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) Act of 1966 prohibits agencies, including the Texas Department of
Transportation, from impacting historic properties, unless there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the use,
and the action includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the property.

Sincerely,

Andrea Ostrodka, AICP | Office Director
TOOLE DESIGN
37 N. Orange Avenue, Suite 313 | Orlando, FL 32801
aostrodka@tooledesign.com | 407.214.6436
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HARRIS

COUNTY

OFFICE OF THE COUNTY ENGINEER

1001 Preston, Suite 500
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 755-5370

December 4, 2020

Attention: Mr. Brian R. Barth
Director of Project Planning and Development
Texas Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 1386
Houston, Texas 77251
Hou-piowebmail@txdot.gov
SUBJECT:

Comments on the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the
North Houston Highway Improvement Project (NHHIP)

Dear Mr. Barth,
We write today to submit comments in response to the Texas Department of Transportation's
(TxDOT) Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) prepared for the North Houston
Highway Improvement Project (NHHIP), a project that includes the reconstruction and
expansion of sections of 1-45, 1-610, 1-10, US 59/1-69, and SH 288. This project is massive not
only in scope and cost, but also in the impacts it will have on residents of this region well into
the future. In July, Harris County Commissioners Court authorized County departments,
including the Harris County Toll Road Authority (HCTRA), Harris County Flood Control District
(HCFCD), and the Harris County Engineers Office (HCEO), to work together with consultants to
review the 8,757-page FEIS. The purpose of this letter is to provide comments on the FEIS by
the respective County Infrastructure Departments.
In 2019, Commissioners Court unanimously adopted a resolution stating that all regionally
significant transportation projects undertaken by local, state, and federal entities in Harris
County must meet the following benchmarks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance walking and biking connections between and within existing communities.
Improve safety for people in vehicles, walking, and biking, on the facility and on
connecting streets.
Reduce historic flooding patterns and aggressively mitigate new flooding impacts.
Prioritize use of existing right-of-way, mitigate displacing residents and business
owners by compensating their properties at fair market value, and help renters with
rental relocation assistance.
Preserve existing businesses and community resources while enhancing growth and
economic development opportunities within neighborhoods adjacent to the project.
Protect and enhance parks, open spaces and air quality as critical to physical and
mental well-being of individuals, families, and communities.
Meet the standards that Harris County Flood Control District has set forth and follow
the requirements of ATLAS 14 in order to build more resilient storm infrastructure.
Encourage an engineering design for an innovative multi-modal transportation system
by incorporating local and regional transportation plans.
Mitigate the damage to our air quality and alleviate noise pollution as much as
possible.

Attention: Mr. Brian R. Barth
Director of Project Planning and Development
Texas Department of Transportation
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December 4, 2020

While TxDOT made some changes to the project and adopted some new commitments in
response to comments it has received since the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS),
the FEIS content is markedly similar. Our review has concluded that the project probably falls
short of Harris County's benchmarks, and that the FEIS does not contain sufficient detail and
commitments to ensure that the project addresses the serious concerns raised by the residents
and businesses in the surrounding neighborhoods. Finally, work within the Harris County, Harris
County Flood Control District and Harris County Toll Road Authority real property or easements
require prior approval from Harris County.
Attached you will find the comments and concerns identified by each of the three Infrastructure
Departments under the authority of Harris County Commissioner’s Court. Please contact the
respective departments should you have questions or if we can provide additional information.

Sincerely,

_________________________________
John R. Blount, P.E., LEED AP
County Engineer

_________________________________
Peter W. Key
Interim Executive Director,
Harris County Toll Road Authority

Attachment - Comments

________________________________
Russell A. Poppe, P.E
Executive Director,
Harris County Flood Control District

Harris County Toll Road Authority Response to August 2020 Final
Environmental Impact Statement for TxDOT’s North Houston Highway
Improvement Project Memorandum

Harris County Flood Control District Response to August 2020 Final
Environmental Impact Statement for TxDOT’s North Houston Highway
Improvement Project Memorandum

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

December 3, 2020
9900 Northwest Freeway
Houston, TX 77092
713-684-4000

TO:

Russ Poppe, PE
Exectuve Director

FROM:

Dena Green, PE - Planning Department
Jonathan Holley - Environmental Services Dept.

RE:

Response to August 2020 Final Environmental Impact Statement
for TxDOT's North Houston Highway Improvement Project

In August 2020, the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) issued the Final
Environmental Impact Statement for the North Houston Highway Improvement Project, Houston
District. The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) builds on information included in the
2017 Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and incorporates modifications in the
proposed North Houston Highway Improvement Project (NHHIP) based on comments that were
provided for the DEIS.
The following discussion summarizes additional comments and feedback related to TxDOT’s
NHHIP as it relates to Harris County Flood Control District (District) right-of-way and our
responsibility for regional drainage.

The FEIS acknowledges Atlas-14 rainfall data and is utilizing the current FEMA effective
500-year storm event as an approximation for the Atlas 14 100-year floodplain until the
updated Atlas 14 data is available. The District supports this approach.
The FEIS acknowledges the adoption of Atlas 14 rainfall data by the Harris County Flood
Control District, and that until updated floodplain maps based on Atlas 14 are available, the
current effective 500-year floodplain will be used as an approximation for the Atlas 14 100-year
floodplain.
In several locations throughout the FEIS, TxDOT indicates that detailed drainage studies have
been completed for Segments 2 and 3 of the proposed project, and that a detailed drainage
study will be completed for Segment 1. The drainage studies will be used to determine the
appropriate locations and sizes of detention basins, bridges, culverts, or other drainage
structures that would be required to mitigate risks incurred by construction of the proposed
project, and confirm that the project would not adversely impact existing floodplain conditions
within the vicinity of the project for extreme events. Furthermore, it is indicated that federal,
state, and local authorities will have the opportunity to review the drainage studies to verify that
appropriate measures have been proposed such that the project would not increase the flood
risk to adjacent properties.
It is requested that TxDOT submit a copy of the drainage studies to the District’s Watershed
Management Department for a formal review and acceptance. This will ensure TxDOT’s

design recommendations adhere to District policy, criteria and procedures, will be coordinated
and evaluated against any adjacent drainage activities, and will not increase flood risks or
flood hazards.
The drainage studies should include all locations where TxDOT will be draining into or
modifying District right-of-way and include both pumped and gravity flow systems.

The FEIS includes vague information about providing stormwater quality features
Section 3.7.4 indicates that a reduction in the volume of pollutants through the implementation
of temporary and permanent erosion and sedimentation controls and storm water detention
facilities would result in a reduced pollutant load potentially being conveyed with storm water
runoff into receiving waters, thereby protecting water quality.
It is requested that TxDOT commit to providing nature-based stormwater quality features
within the proposed stormwater detention basins, where practical. In addition to reducing
pollutant load and sediment, measures should be considered to reduce the amount of trash
and debris that will be washed into District channels through the roadway drainage system.
Velocity evaluations shall also be conducted to ensure erosion along the receiving streams
are not exacerbated and that TxDOT implement the appropriate measures, with the
preference on green approaches, to protect those portions of receiving streams that are
vulnerable to erosion.

The FEIS does not detail impacts on stream environmental function
Section 7.10 indicates the USACE’s wetland and stream functional assessment procedures
would be used to identify wetland and stream functions and services, which would serve as the
basis to develop compensatory mitigation to be considered as part of the permit review and
evaluation. Mitigation for wetland or stream impacts would likely be accomplished through the
purchase of wetland or stream credits from an approved mitigation bank. Natural resource
agencies would be involved in the review of the permit application and the proposed
compensatory mitigation plan(s).
It is requested that if modifications along the District’s open channel networks are required to
accommodate the recommended NHHIP alignment or drainage improvements, TxDOT will
work with the District to determine appropriate efforts to mitigate impacts to channel stability,
riparian buffer conditions, aquatic life, water quality and channel aesthetics.

Opportunities for collaboration with TxDOT
There are several locations throughout the NHHIP where opportunities exist for the District and
TxDOT to collaborate and plan for future regional stormwater management facilities where I-45
crosses or runs parallel to District channels. This includes, but is not limited to, locations within
the Little White Oak Bayou, Halls Bayou, White Oak Bayou and Buffalo Bayou watersheds.
The District desires to coordinate with TxDOT as both agencies and others pursue and
appropriately plan for future drainage projects along the NHHIP project limits. These activities
include local drainage improvement projects, preservation or enhancement of green space
that addresses water quality issues, and increasing conveyance along District channels to

reduce regional flood risks. The District also recommends that TxDOT work with us to address
long term maintenance of the receiving streams affected by the NHHIP as there is currently a
combination of District and TxDOT right-of-way ownership along many of these segments.
Dual use of the District’s right-of-way
The District supports the growing consensus to use Flood Control District rights of way –
whenever appropriate – for multiple worthwhile public activities, including hike and bike trails
and other recreation facilities. Properly designed trails support the District’s mission and
recreation is the primary use of these areas where a trail sponsor has entered into an
agreement with the District. The District has entered into an interlocal hike and bike trail
agreement with the City of Houston to construct and maintain public hike and bike trails along
many District channels, including the White Oak Bayou and Buffalo Bayou Greenways. The City
of Houston maintains these trail areas for recreational use while protecting the paramount public
purpose of the property for flood control.
The District respectfully requests that TxDOT consider the recreational use these greenway
trail areas provide to the community when evaluating the NHHIP and consider alternatives
that minimize temporary and permanent impacts.

Harris County Engineering Department Response to August 2020 Final
Environmental Impact Statement for TxDOT’s North Houston Highway
Improvement Project Memorandum

HARRIS

COUNTY

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

1001 Preston, 7th Floor
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 755-5370

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

December 4, 2020

TO:

John R. Blount, P. E.

FROM:

LoydSmith, P.E#~

SUBJECT:

Response to Final Environmental Impact Statement for Proposed
North Houston Hiqhway Improvement Project

On July 27, 2017, the Harris County Engineering Department submitted technical review
comments to the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) regarding the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the North Houston Highway Improvement
Project (NHHIP). Following conclusion of the DEIS comment period, TxDOT issued the
Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) on September 25, 2020 ..
As part of the FEIS review, we enlisted Traffic Engineers, Inc. (TEl) to provide
professional engineering services to assist us with a comprehensive review of TxDOT's
FEIS as it relates to the technical comments Engineering provided on the DEIS. TEl
also evaluated whether or not the FEIS fully documents the impacts of the proposed
NHHIP and what, if any, mitigation was provided.
The attached Traffic Engineers, Inc. report, Review of TxOOT Responses to HCED
DEIS Comments, is recommended for submission to TxDOT as the Engineering
Department's comments on the FEIS.

Please advise if further information is needed.

Attachments:
Traffic Engineers, Inc.- Review of TxDOT Responses to HCED DEIS Comments
Harris County Engineering Department - Submittal DEIS Comment to TxDOT

MEMO
To:

Loyd Smith, PE
Assistant County Engineer
Harris County Engineering Department (HCED)

From:

Geoff Carleton, AICP
Sr. Principal, Traffic Engineers, Inc.

CC:

Brannan Hicks, PE – HCED
Kelsey Walker, TEI

Date:

November 5, 2020

Re:

Review of TxDOT Responses to HCED DEIS Comments

Tina Liu, PE – HCED

This memo summarizes TEI’s review of the responses provided by TxDOT to the
comments submitted by the Harris County Engineering Department (HCED) on the
Draft Environmental Impact statement (DEIS) for the North Houston Highway
Improvement Project (NHHIP). TxDOT’s comment responses were documented in a
table in the Final Environmental Impact Statement for North Houston Highway
Improvement Project, Houston District: Volume III (FEIS) from August 2020. Comments
provided on the DEIS Technical Reports were also reviewed; typically, these comments
were similar to comments on the DEIS and have been consolidated in the review.
The goal of this review is to determine whether TxDOT’s FEIS adequately addresses
HCED’s comments on the DEIS and fully document the impacts of the proposed
highway project and any proposed mitigation. Potential HCED (or County) requests for
commitments from TxDOT related to the responses and possible mitigation are
summarized at the end of this memo.
Approach
For each comment HCED submitted to TxDOT, TEI reviewed TxDOT’s response to
determine if the comment was adequately resolved. Comment responses were then
placed in one of three buckets:
•

Resolved: Responses provide adequate information to support HCED or
note that the comment was informational with no action requested.

•

Partially Resolved: Responses address some part of the comment but do
not fully address other parts.

•

Not Resolved: Responses do not adequately address the comment or do
not provide sufficient detail to enable an acceptable determination of
project impacts. In a few cases, the responses in the FEIS appear to
misunderstand the intent or the exact location referred to in the comment.

A summary table of HCED comments, TxDOT responses, TEI’s assessments of the
responses, and any other findings related to the comment are included with this memo
in Attachment A.
Findings
•

Resolved comments: This category includes TxDOT commitments to match
requested turnout widths for roadways on the Harris County Road Log that will
intersect the proposed project frontage roads. It also includes a commitment to
not impact American Statemen Park.

•

Partially Resolved Comments
o Blue Bell Road: TxDOT commits to building a highway overpass and
diamond interchange at Blue Bell Road, providing four lanes for Blue Bell
Road under IH 45. TxDOT does not commit to building a left turn lane on
the Blue Bell approaches at this interchange, and asserts that this would
require ROW acquisition outside of the scope of the project. Left turn
lanes on Blue Bell will likely be required for this intersection to operate
effectively, and their omission leaves operational issues for HCED to
address as part of a future project.
o Harris County Property on Nance Street: TxDOT commits to
coordination with Harris County on the project design near 2202 Nance
Street to minimize impacts from the proposed drainage pump station on
Harris County Property. Project schematics still show a detention basin so
future designs will need to be monitored to minimize impacts and secure
mitigation.
o Existing Trail under US 59 on the east side of Downtown: TxDOT
states the trail will be maintained (with some impacts during construction).
The proposed alignment is not shown on TxDOT’s schematics so it is
unclear how this will be accomplished, especially given that the new street
configuration and ramps in the northeast part of Downtown will disrupt the
existing trail alignment. The proposed trail alignment should be clarified
and confirmed.

•

Not Resolved: The key comments that remain unresolved are related to traffic
operations and connectivity of the highway ramps and local streets in the north
and northeast parts of Downtown. These ramps and streets (included in Segment
3 of the NHHIP project) provide access to a significant number of Harris County
buildings in the Downtown area, including the County Courthouse/Criminal
Justice Complex on the north side of Downtown which serves people from across
Harris County.

o The FEIS provides minimal data on the operations and safety impacts of
traffic changes to local streets and ramp configurations. Requesting more
detailed traffic analysis is recommended to understand the full
environmental, traffic, safety, and accessibility impacts caused by the
highway project on local streets. The lack of detailed traffic analysis
makes assessing the full impact of the proposed changes to local street
circulation impossible and does not seem to be in the spirit of the EIS
process. The traffic modeling approach is poorly documented in the FEIS
and does not appear to follow best practices recommended in NEPA
guidance on traffic modeling and documentation of approach and results.
A review of the NHHIP FEIS’s adherence to NEPA guidance is included in
Attachment B.
o TxDOT’s responses note several times (Comment 551 and others) that
“TxDOT is coordinating and will continue to coordinate with the City of
Houston regarding local street connections.” Follow up requests with the
City of Houston indicate they have not received any more detailed
information about proposed local street operations.
o The FEIS comment responses noted that a Vissim model was developed
(Comment 175) but no supporting data was provided. Results of this
modeling in north and northeast Downtown would be beneficial to
understanding project impacts on access to Harris County facilities.


Comment responses state that “TxDOT is coordinating and will
continue to coordinate with the City of Houston to accommodate
the City’s future expansion of San Jacinto Street.” (Comment 551).
While this is a directionally positive statement, the most current
FEIS schematics (December 2019) do not show San Jacinto
extending to connect to or across the highway frontage roads on
the north side of Downtown. Today, San Jacinto acts as a major
connection between the I-10 East Freeway and Downtown; the
street connects directly to and from ramps in both directions. The
City of Houston’s Major Thoroughfare & Freeway Plan also
includes a proposed extension of San Jacinto Street/Jackson Street
to Fulton Street in the Near Northside.



The NHHIP project would move the highway alignment further north
– where it no longer intersects with the existing terminus of San
Jacinto Street – and the schematics do not show San Jacinto being
extended to meet the new freeway. The only existing street
extending to the freeway from the current terminus of San Jacinto
in this area would Walnut Street. There is a street labeled Naylor

Street in the NHHIP schematic but according to Harris County
Appraisal District the alignment appears to be entirely on private
right of way. Both Walnut Street and the segment labeled Naylor
Street are narrow alley-like corridors that primarily function as
driveways to local buildings.


The schematics show both Walnut street and Naylor connecting
only to the eastbound frontage road, whereas San Jacinto currently
extends across the highway to the westbound frontage road
(Providence Street) and beyond. While it would be possible to
extend San Jacinto to meet both frontage roads (crossing the
proposed highway), this does not seem to be included in the project
design or budget, nor does it show how this would work with a
proposed San Jacinto underpass connection to the northside. This
extension would also likely require acquisition of right-of-way that
does not appear to have been documented in the FEIS. Extending
San Jacinto to the westbound frontage road and also to the Near
Northside should be considered as part of the design and
implementation of Segment 3.

Potential Commitment Requests
Below are several potential requests for commitments that Harris County could make to
TxDOT prior to the issuance of a Record of Decision (ROD):
•

Bring the roadway in front of American Statement Park to standard if impacted by
adjacent freeway construction.

•

Construct the Blue Bell Road approaches to the IH 45 frontage roads with left
turn lanes, including required ROW acquisition and traffic signal installation.

•

Confirm alignment for maintaining the existing trail underneath US 59 on the east
side of Downtown and commit to making that connection in the future design.

•

Provide more detailed analysis that substantiates the statements made in the
FEIS about traffic flow, impacts on local traffic, and safety. This should include
Vissim modeling results for existing and proposed conditions in the north and
northeast parts of downtown where access to Harris County facilities will be
impacted. If significant impacts are shown through review of the modeling
TxDOT should commit to defining an approach to mitigate these impacts.

•

Provide more detailed documentation of the assumptions, decisions on
approach, and outcomes of the traffic modeling done for the project as outlined in
Attachment B comparing the FEIS to NEPA Traffic Modeling Guidance.

•

Construct local streets, including San Jacinto Street, north of Downtown, that will
be required to be reconstructed or extended due to realignment of the highway.
At minimum, San Jacinto should be extended to meet the westbound highway
frontage road. The commitments should also include the acquisition of any
necessary right-of-way to extend San Jacinto to, or beyond, the westbound
frontage road.
o Given the negative impacts that the freeway realignment’s new elevated
structures and disconnected local street network will have on the Near
Northside neighborhood, an additional commitment request could be for
TxDOT to construct the extension of San Jacinto Street across the
highway and under the Freight Main segment of the Terminal Subdivision.
This would connect San Jacinto to Fulton Street at Burnett Street, as
shown in the City of Houston Major Throughfare and Freeway Plan. This
would provide a high-quality, grade-separated connection to most of the
Harris County facilities on the north side of Downtown. Constructing the
extension as a part of NHHIP will reduce mobilization and construction
impacts. It will likely be much easier to mobilize and construct the
proposed San Jacinto underpass as a phase while the adjacent highway
is also being constructed, rather than trying to construct it in the future
when there will be an active highway elevated overhead.

Attachment A - Review of TxDOT responses to Harris County Engineering Department comment to the DEIS for the NHHIP
Comment
Number

Commenter
Name

Date
Received

Source

Comment Topic

TxDOT Response

Status

7/27/2017 Email

1.
‐ Impacts to Harris County Roads‐
In Segment One, Harris County maintains the following roadways on the west side of
I 45 intersecting the southbound I 45 frontage road:
Comment noted.
West Gillespie Road Winding Bayou Trace Greens Landing Drive West Road
Blue Bell Road

Resolved

Informational; No change requested

Resolved

Design to be updated to match Harris County request

Resolved

Design to be updated to match Harris County request

Resolved

Comment notes American Statesman Park is not impacted. It does not
reference Bingham Street. From a review of the schematic, Bingham appears
to remain in place. Some impact to Bingham Street seems likely through
construction phase due to proximity of proposed retaining wall for the freeway.
It is currently a 12' asphalt roadway.

Partial Resolve

Blue Bell Road widened underneath freeway to four lanes (One through and
one left turn are shown in schematic); Intersection approach of Blue Bell are
shown as two lanes. This design would result in an offset for the through lanes
on Blue Bell of perhaps as much as one full lane until Blue Bell approaches
could be widened. This offset should be addressed in final design to allow
separation of through and left turn movements. HCAD shows Blue Bell having
~60' ROW and if additional ROW is required to make this transition safe and
maintain room for sidewalks, this seems like it should be TxDOT's responsibility.

Partial Resolve

The Dec 2019 Schematic still shows Potential Detention Pond over part of the
2202 Nance parcel, so does not align with TxDOT's comment response.
Schematic also does not show proposed design for termination of Nance. The
comment appears addressable through coordination in the design phase.

Partial Resolve

TxDOT states the trail is to be maintained (with some impacts during
construction). Alignment is not shown on schematic so it is not clear how this
will be accomplished. Need to clarify 1) if/how trail will cross new ramps into
Downtown to connect to Commerce; animation makes crossing of US 59S off
ramp to downtown look difficult on current alignment, 2) if trail is crossing this
ramp, could Runnels also cross to connect to the frontage road, and 3) route of
trail along freeway and current alignment will be impacted by freeway main
lanes transitioning from below grade to elevated through this section. New
alignment will likely be required and should be confirmed.

Not Addressed or Not Resolved

TxDOT response notes why requested connections cannot be made. Response
misunderstands the request related to Chenevert (confusing it with Midtown
section of Chenevert near 288).
Schematic appears to maintain access to McKee from Chenevert via roadway
segment in front of Center for Sobriety.
Response also seems to misunderstand request for Runnels connection to SB
frontage road. This SB frontage road starts at Commerce so would like to clarify
Harris County comment.

551

Harris County
Engineering
Department

551

Harris County
Engineering
Department

7/27/2017 Email

1. Impacts to Harris County Roads
At West Gillespie Road, we request that the concrete pavement turnout be designed
Concur. The pavement widths are adjusted on the final schematic
to accommodate the greater of either the existing roadway width or the ultimate
street width of 41 feet.

551

Harris County
Engineering
Department

7/27/2017 Email

1. Impacts to Harris County Roads
The turnouts at Winding Bayou, Greens Landing and West should match the existing Concur. The pavement widths will be adjusted on the final schematic.
roadway widths.
‐

551

551

Harris County
Engineering
Department

Harris County
Engineering
Department

Design Changes/Notes

7/27/2017 Email

2. Direct Impacts to Harris County Owned Property
We have identified two Harris County tracts that are immediately adjacent to the
‐
proposed
improvements, both located in Segment Three.
‐
American Statesmanship Park is located along the western ROW line of the I 10 /
I 45 interchange. The schematic drawings show a relatively small ROW acquisition
that certainly affects Bingham Street, the public street providing access to the site. It
is not clear whether ROW acquisition will also include a portion of the adjacent
Harris County park tract.
In either case, we request that TxDOT take additional steps to coordinate with Harris
County Precinct Two during the environmental clearance process and during the
design and construction phases.
Steps to mitigate impacts to the park site may be required.

7/27/2017 Email

1. Impacts to Harris County Roads
In coordination with the City‐of Houston, in 2016 Blue Bell Road was designated
as a
‐
collector street on the Houston Major Thoroughfare and Freeway Plan. We are
pleased to see a proposed
I 45 overpass with a diamond
‐
‐ intersection and U turns.
These improvements
will
reduce
congestion
at
adjacent
major thoroughfare
‐
intersections with I 45 and will provide valuable cross access to the neighborhoods
east and west of I 45.
‐
However, the schematic at Blue Bell Road shows only one eastbound lane and one
westbound lane passing under the I 45 bridge, without a dedicated left turn lane in
either direction. This design
To
‐ is typical at rural underpasses with low volumes.
‐
accommodate expected traffic demand and to reduce signal delays, we request that
the Blue Bell Road cross section be revised to at least four lanes under I 45. The
turnouts and the connecting roadways to the east and the west should also be
widened to match, with multiple lanes approaching the intersection from the east
and west.

The Preferred Alternative would not impact the American Statesmanship
Park tract.
In the responses to Technical report comments TxDOT added:
No right-of-way is proposed to be acquired from the American
Statesmanship Park tract.
The December 2019 Draft Community Impacts Assessment Technical
Report and 2019 design schematics mistakenly showed an aesthetic wall in
a location that would block the view of the park. Although an aesthetic wall
was preliminarily shown to meet criteria for inclusion in the project, TxDOT
recognized that it would impact the view of the park and is not proposed.
This will be revised in the final technical report and the schematics.
TxDOT is continuing to develop and design this project and will continue to
coordinate with Harris County during design and construction.

‐

‐
The addition of a dedicated left turn lane would require acquisition of
additional ROW along Blue Bell Rd. approaching
‐ I 45. Knowing Harris County
will be expanding Blue Bell Rd. in the future, we have
updated the schematics to four lanes under I 45.

‐

551

551

551

551

Harris County
Engineering
Department

Harris County
Engineering
Department

Harris County
Engineering
Department

Harris County
Engineering
Department
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2 .Direct Impacts to Harris County Owned Property
We have identified two Harris County tracts that are immediately adjacent to the proposed improvements, both
‐
located in Segment Three.
‐
‐
Nance Street Parking Lot The other directly impacted Harris County property is located at 2202 Nance Street
(HCAD # 027111000001), which is adjacent to the westbound I 10 to southbound I 69 direct connector. Harris
County currently operates a satellite parking facility for its employees on this tract. Last month Commissioners'
Court authorized funding for expansion of the facility, which will be proceeding through design and construction
without delay. The plans accommodate piers for HCTRA's proposed Hardy Toll Road bridge, which is currently
designed to be constructed overhead.
‐
‐
The northwest corner of the Nance property is shown on the project schematic drawings as a proposed ROW
‐ ‐
acquisition serving a relocated I 10/I 69 direct connector to be built as an overhead bridge. Nance Street is
proposed to be terminated with a cul de sac requiring a small secondary ROW acquisition along our tract's
northern border.
‐
‐
To minimize damages to the County facilities, we request that TxDOT adjust the design of the proposed
detention pond to be constructed under the adjacent structures in the I 10 / I 69 interchange. Creating level
areas under the ramp instead of a sunken detention pond opens up options for TxDOT and the
‐ ‐
County to work together toward an equitable solution that will minimize the loss of parking spaces. Similarly,
exploring an alternative layout for the Nance Street cul de sac could lessen impacts to our access and
circulation driveways within the site.

7/27/2017 Email

‐
Significant Indirect Impacts to the County Courthouse / Criminal Justice Complex on the North Side of Downtown
C. The surface street configuration at the northeast corner of downtown near I 69 has negative impacts
‐
‐
to drivers arriving or departing the eastern corner of the north end of downtown.
The NHHIP will accommodate the existing trail alignment. There may be temporary detours during
Finally, we note that there is an existing hike bike trail under I 69 between Commerce and Runnels, providing a
construction, but the current trail will be accessible as it is today after construction.
connection between the East End, Runnels Street, McKee Street, Bute Park and the Buffalo Bayou trails. (Much
‐
‐
of the trail was constructed by Harris County and is maintained by the City of Houston.)
The proposed design should include an off road hike bike trail with equivalent accessibility and connectivity.

7/27/2017 Email

Significant Indirect Impacts to the County Courthouse / Criminal Justice Complex on the North Side of Downtown
C. The surface street configuration at the northeast corner of downtown near I 69 has negative impacts
to drivers arriving or departing the eastern corner of the north end of downtown.
Similarly, Harris County recommends further analysis of apparent access and circulation deficiencies related to
the closure of Runnels Street and the reconfiguration of ramps connecting to the new southbound frontage road,
Hamilton Street, Chenevert Street and Jackson Street.
We believe there are a number of potential design improvements with significant benefits and a relatively low
cost. They include:
• Adding a connection between Ruiz and the southbound frontage road
• restoring two lanes of southbound McKee Street transitioning to Jackson Street where a ramp is being
‐
removed
• adding a direct connection between southbound McKee and the southbound i 69 frontage road via existing
Runnels pavement

7/27/2017 Email

In the updated drainage study completed in 2019, the detention ponds under the connectors have been
removed. However, now a pump station is planned under the connectors. TxDOT will coordinate with Harris
County during the design phase as the drainage is finalized to minimize the impact to the planned offsite
parking site.

‐

‐

1. Ruiz St. cannot be extended across I 69 due to the vertical transition of the exit ramp from I 69 that
becomes the new Hamilton St.
2. TxDOT is coordinating and will continue to coordinate with the City of Houston regarding local street
‐
‐
connections.
‐
3. Runnels St. cannot be extended across I 69 due to the vertical transition of the highway from below grade
‐
to elevated, and cannot be extended below I 69 within the proposed ROW of the project. An alternative
east west route is using Navigation Blvd. to Commerce St., then west on Commerce St. to Downtown.
4. Based on public input, the ramp to Chenevert St. has been removed; the proposed SH 288 managed lane
ramps will terminate into the SH 288 general purpose lanes and would not directly connect to Chenevert St.

3. Significant Indirect Impacts to the County Courthouse / Criminal Justice Complex on the North Side of Downto
wn
In Segment Three, we have a number of concerns regarding access and connectivity between the proposed
freeways and the north side of downtown. Harris County government owns multiple facilities on the north side of
‐
‐
TxDOT is coordinating and will continue to coordinate with the City of Houston to accommodate the City’s
downtown, providing vital public services and serving as a workplace for several thousand employees.
future expansion of San Jacinto Street. Support columns for the elevated I10 main and express la
Currently, the existing North San Jacinto Street connection to I 10 provides a primary point of access to some
‐
‐
15,000 vehicles per day accessing the County complex and other destinations in downtown. It is evident that
this access as well as the connectivity to the larger freeway network from the north side of downtown will be
negatively impacted by the proposed project.

TxDOT comment response is cut off in the PDF; Based upon review of the Dec
2019 Design Schematic, San Jacinto Street is not show connecting to IH-10
frontage roads and it is not clear what is proposed between the existing
terminus of San Jacinto and the realigned IH-10 frontage roads. Worth
requesting clarification again. Seems that is TxDOT is planning to relocate
freeway they should be responsible for extending San Jacinto and clearly
showing conceptual plan to do so.

Not Addressed or Not Resolved

The TxDOT Animation for the schematic appears to show San Jacinto
connecting the eastbound frontage road of IH 10 but not the westbound.
Westbound traffic that currently uses San Jacinto to enter downtown from the
existing IH 10 frontage road (Providence Street) would access San Jacinto by
making a U-Turn prior to Main Street. The exact design near Main Street is
difficult to clearly see in the schematic but this U-Turn will likely operate at a
lower level of service with more weaving conflicts than existing. Request TxDOT
to provide detail traffic modeling for this area.

Images

Images

TxDOT comment does not directly address some of the impacts as Harris
County's comment is about more than Northside to Downtown connections. For
example, the elimination of direct San Jacinto access from the IH 10
westbound frontage road(Providence Street) is a meaningful change in access.

551

551

Harris County
Engineering
Department

Harris County
Engineering
Department
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3.
‐
‐
Significant Indirect Impacts to the County Courthouse / Criminal Justice Complex on the North Side of Downtown
Additional local street improvements as well as modified or additional freeway access ramps should be added
to the TxDOT project, not left to local agencies and impacted landowners to sort out on their own.

The proposed design would maintain connectivity between Northside and the Central Business District. All of
the existing streets connecting the Northside to Downtown would remain and accommodations would be
made for a future San Jacinto St. connection. Improvements also include railroad underpasses at McKee St.
and Jensen Dr.

Not Addressed or Not Resolved
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3. Significant Indirect Impacts to the County Courthouse / Criminal Justice Complex on the North Side of Downto
wn
A. Freeway and local street access to North San Jacinto Street, North Main Street, McKee Street and
Hardy Street is either eliminated or left to other agencies to complete.
‐
‐
The schematic is not sufficiently developed to fully understand the negative impacts of changes to the local
‐
street in the "warehouse district" near the I 10 / North San Jacinto intersection. A set of one way frontage roads
are shown adjacent to the proposed freeway between Main Street and the McKee Street/Hardy Street one way
pair, but there is incomplete definition of local street network restoration that must be included in TxDOT's
construction in order to maintain connectivity to downtown via Main Street and North San Jacinto Street.
The schematic drawings merely show existing TxDOT roadways at the north end of North San Jacinto Street
being designated as "surplus ROW". Thus only the removal of vital connecting roadways is indicated, with the
result that existing Main Street, North San Jacinto, Vine Street, Walnut Street, Nance Street and other roadways
in that area are shown as unconnected street segments. This is not a sufficient level of project definition to
ensure all impacts are evaluated and mitigated.

The proposed design would maintain connectivity between Northside and the Central Business District. All of
the existing streets connecting the Northside to Downtown would remain and accommodations would be
made for a future San Jacinto St. connection. Improvements also include railroad underpasses at McKee St.
and Jensen Dr.

Not Addressed or Not Resolved

‐
Previous Harris county comments were not explicitly addressed
Including:
‐
• The I 10 westbound exit ramp to the surface street network has been ‐
relocated to east of the Hardy Street / McKee Street one way pair, which will
require all exiting vehicle to immediately pass through a traffic signal or all way
stop sign control at each of the two intersections.
• From there, a surface street / frontage road extends westbound to a
turnaround near Main Street, then continues back to the east on the south side
of the proposed freeway. This could be intended to maintain access to
southbound North San Jacinto Street, except that no connection to North San
‐
Jacinto Street is shown as being part of the project.
• Similarly, there is no apparent ‐westbound connection route between the I 10
westbound exit ramp and Main Street.
• A proposed
‐ entrance ramp to I 10 westbound is located just west of McKee
Street, similar to the existing layout. However, this ramp no longer provides
access t@ I 45 northbound.
‐
• In the other direction, traveling from downtown to the East Freeway, there is
currently an eastbound entry ramp onto I 10 located just a few feet from the
north end of North San Jacinto
Street. The apparent new route to the East
‐
Freeway entry ramp at Waco will be two miles in length via the proposed
Rothwell extension under I 69, with traffic signals at multiple locations along
‐
the way. (Assuming surface street connectivity near North San Jacinto is
restored as recommended above.) Alternatively, a proposed eastbound I 10
ramp located between Main Street and North San Jacinto Street could be
accessed via a nearly one mile counterclockwise loop on the proposed frontage
roads.

No additional clarification provided as part of FEIS.
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‐
Significant Indirect Impacts to the County Courthouse / Criminal Justice Complex on the North Side of Downtown
B. The I 10 ramp configuration near North San Jacinto Street has negative impacts to drivers accessing
the regional freeway system.
Additional evaluation should be conducted to ensure TxDOT has fully mitigated traffic and travel time impacts to
the 15,000 drivers using North San Jacinto Street every day.
We believe such an analysis will show the need for improvements to the proposed freeway design to mitigate
the impact of the apparent removal of the many connecting roadways and the freeway ramps serving northern
downtown and the North San Jacinto Street/ North Main Street/ McKee Street portals into downtown Houston.
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‐
Significant Indirect Impacts to the County Courthouse / Criminal Justice Complex on the North Side of Downtown
C. The surface street configuration at the northeast corner of downtown near I 69 has negative impacts
to drivers arriving or departing the eastern corner of the north end of downtown.
Congress, Franklin and Commerce Streets are vital access routes to the County Courthouse Complex. Ruiz Street TxDOT is coordinating and will continue to coordinate with the City of Houston regarding local street
connections.
is also a significant collector street route to several facilities.
‐
‐
There are significant issues with lane balance, roadway capacity and incomplete design development where
‐
‐
these streets intersect north south streets at I 69, including existing Hamilton Street, the proposed southbound
frontage road and the proposed St. Emanuel northbound connections to I 69 and I 10.

‐
TxDOT is coordinating and will continue to coordinate with the City of Houston to accommodate the City’s
‐
future expansion of San Jacinto Street. Support columns for the elevated I10 main and express lanes and
I 45 main lanes will be positioned to accommodate the northward extension of San Jacinto Street.
The proposed design would maintain connectivity between Northside and the Central Business District. All of
the existing streets connecting the Northside to Downtown would remain and accommodations would be
made for a future San Jacinto St. connection. Improvements also include railroad underpasses at McKee St.
and Jensen Dr. The proposed design would minimize impacts in the historic warehouse district.

Not Addressed or Not Resolved

See above comments. Detailed traffic analysis is recommended to understand
full environmental, traffic and accessibility impacts caused by the highway
project on local street

Not Addressed or Not Resolved

No significant change from DEIS; Request detailed traffic study to understand
full environmental, traffic and accessibility impacts caused by the highway
project on local street network
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‐
Significant Indirect Impacts to the County Courthouse / Criminal Justice Complex on the North Side of Downtown
C. The surface street configuration at the northeast corner of downtown near I 69 has negative impacts
to drivers arriving or departing the eastern corner of the north end of downtown.
‐
The most significant of these is an apparent reduction of the capacity of Franklin Street, the sole eastbound
roadway providing direct egress from the eastern part of the Courthouse area across I 69 to the East End (via
Navigation) and to ramps leading to the freeway network to the north. The negative effect is compounded by a
‐
missing design for the reconfigured Franklin Street intersection with St. Emanuel Street.
Currently there are three eastbound lanes of Franklin Street passing under I 69, two through lanes and a
TxDOT is coordinating and will continue to coordinate with the City of Houston regarding local street
dedicated left turn lane. It appears that only two eastbound through lanes are provided in the schematic design connections.
prepared by TxDOT, creating the appearance that Franklin Street will connect only to Navigation Boulevard. This
would be a result with excessive negative impacts to all drivers in the area.
The schematic shows proposed Franklin Street construction will end short of the St. Emanuel intersection, where
eastbound drivers will expect to make a left turn to access the freeway entrance ramps to the north. In its
current configuration, however, a raised median serves to prohibit those eastbound left turns.
There are clearly fundamental deficiencies in the Franklin street design details. These should be reevaluated
and corrected.

Not Addressed or Not Resolved

No significant change from DEIS; Request detailed traffic study to understand
full environmental, traffic and accessibility impacts caused by the highway
project on local street network. The intersection of San Jacinto and Franklin is
included in the schematic.
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Significant Indirect Impacts to the County Courthouse / Criminal Justice Complex on the North Side of Downtown
B. The I 10 ramp configuration near North San Jacinto Street has negative impacts to drivers accessing
the regional freeway system.
‐
Currently, the North San Jacinto route into downtown easily connects to multiple freeways via the Main Street/
North San Jacinto/ Nance Street ramps on I 10. The ramps being proposed to serve this area do not provide
equivalent access.
‐
A few examples (an incomplete list):
‐
• The I 10 westbound exit ramp to the surface street network has been relocated to east of the Hardy Street /
‐
McKee Street one way pair, which will require all exiting vehicle to immediately pass through a traffic signal or
all way stop sign control at each of the two intersections.
• From there, a surface street / frontage road extends westbound to a turn~round near Main Street, then
continues back to the east on the south side of the proposed freeway. This could be intended to maintain access
to southbound North San Jacinto Street, except that no connection to North San Jacinto Street is shown as being
‐
part of the project.
• Similarly, there is no apparent westbound connection route between the I 10 westbound exit ramp and Main
‐
Street.
‐
• A proposed entrance ramp to I 10 westbound is located just west of McKee Street, similar to the existing
layout. However, this ramp no longer provides access t@ I 45 northbound.
‐
• In the other direction, traveling from downtown to the East Freeway, there is currently an eastbound entry
‐
ramp onto I 10 located just a few feet from the north end of North San Jacinto Street. The apparent new route to
the East Freeway entry ramp at Waco will be two miles in length via the proposed Rothwell extension under I 69,
with traffic signals at multiple locations along the way (Assuming surface street connectivity near North San

Not Addressed

See above; Comment not directly addressed.

‐
TxDOT is coordinating and will continue to coordinate with the City of Houston to accommodate the City’s
‐
future expansion of San Jacinto Street. Support columns for the elevated I10 main and express
‐
lanes and I 45 main lanes will be positioned to accommodate the northward extension of San Jacinto Street.
Proposed access improvements include grade separating Rothwell St. and Providence St. under the UPRR
‐
and HB&T railroads, so that eastbound and westbound traffic between Jensen Dr. and Main St. would no
longer cross the tracks at grade.

Attachment B - Comparing the NHHIP FEIS with Interim Guidance on the Application of Travel and Land Use Forecasting in
NEPA
The following compares the documentation and analysis provided in the FEIS for the North Houston Highway Improvement Project
(NHHIP) with Interim Guidance on the Application of Travel and Land Use Forecasting in NEPA. As noted in the NEPA website
(https://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/nepa/Travel_LandUse/travel_landUse_rpt.aspx), following this guidance is recommended but not
required of an FEIS process. In general, if guidance is not followed, documentation of why that decision was made is advised.
Topic
Model Scope

Documentation

NEPA Guidance
Section: Executive Summary
It is crucial to scope the forecasting effort to meet the
project analysis, decision-maker and stakeholder needs
in the study area. For this reason, it is useful to begin
the forecasting process by understanding the
requirements of the study and anticipating decisionmaker and stakeholder interests with respect to
forecasting.

Section: 2.2.7
It is important for the study team to produce
documentation that describes their review of the tools
that they choose to use to support their analysis, and to
document any updates or improvements that they
identified as necessary for the analysis.
It is also important for the study team to focus this
documentation on the needs and scale of the analysis
that they are undertaking. The MPO or DOT that
maintains the regional travel demand model is likely to
publish a calibration report that can be referenced to
demonstrate that the model is calibrated at a regional
level; however, this report is unlikely to deal specifically
with calibration for the study area for a particular
project. Therefore, it falls to the study team to
demonstrate that the travel demand model is
adequately calibrated in their study area.

FEIS Assessment
Given the City and County have requested
but not received detailed model analysis for
the project, and there is limited
documentation of the approach our outputs
of the modeling effort, the scope does not
appear to have been clearly defined at the
project outset or at any point of the project.
The FEIS Comment Response mentions a
VISSIM model which should be provided.

Recommendation
Request results of the
microsimulation modeling and a
commitment to support mitigation of
impacts that result from that detailed
analysis.

Given the number of claims in the FEIS that
lack supporting data and documentation, it
is not clear that the that the preferred
alternative meets decision-maker &
stakeholder needs.
The documentation provided in the FEIS for
travel modeling is very thin. Given its
importance in the criteria for project
selection and the estimation of benefits,
significantly more documentation should
have been provided.

Request FEIS provide detailed
documentation of modeling approach,
rationale for choice of tools and study
area, assumptions and
calibrated/verified/risk-adjusted
outputs.

Given the scale and complexity of the
project, it would be beneficial to conduct a
peer review of the analysis to confirm
assumptions and approach.

The Study Team may have
addressed many of the issues noted
here but the lack of documentation
makes it impossible to determine.
Request a formal peer review of the
travel demand modeling analysis.

Other elements to consider for inclusion in the
documentation are:

Calibration &
Validation



Demonstration that the tools have the
capability to forecast the range of policies that
will be developed in the alternatives analysis



Discussion of the appropriateness of using
new or advanced methods that might be
considered a departure from typical practice,
given the context of the application



Results of any peer reviews or an explanation
detailing why no peer review was required.

Section: 2.2.2
Calibration, where adjustments are made to the
model so that current observed conditions in the
study area are reasonably reproduced, ensures
that the travel model’s forecasts are built on a
foundation that is a good representation of
existing travel characteristics.
-

Validation, where the sensitivity of the model to
changes in inputs and assumptions is tested,
ensures that the travel model responds
reasonably to transportation system changes and
will have the ability to produce forecasts.

The FEIS briefly notes that calibration
occurred but there is no documentation of
the results or how closely calibrated the
model is to base year conditions.
Calibration check would include:
Review of trip generation
particularly at key generators in the
study area
Detailed inspection of modeled
origin–destination patterns in the
study area to demonstrate that
they compare closely to observed
travel within and through the study
area
Careful comparison of point-topoint travel times or speeds on
individual road segments, to
demonstrate that the model
responds appropriately to
changing traffic volumes
Comparison of modeled traffic
volumes with traffic counts both for
individual roadway segments and
at more aggregate levels such as
throughout the study area
Network checks to identify coding
errors in, for example, posted
speeds and capacities.
These checks and their results have not
been documented in the FEIS. Without

Request results of the calibration for
the sub-area model for the NHHIP. If
no sub-area model is provided,
request documentation as to why.
Request documentation on regional
model calibration.
Request model validation including
sensitivity analysis for range of traffic
and land use assumptions.

understanding the assumptions and
calibration results, it is difficult to assess
how useful or accurate the projected travel
time for the recommended project impact
might be or if there are errors in
assumptions.

Reasonableness

Microsimulation

Section: 2.2.2
Reasonableness checks are additional tests of a
model’s forecasting performance, including
evaluating the travel model in terms of acceptable
levels of error and its ability to perform according
to theoretical and logical expectations. The checks
help to ensure that the model tells a coherent
story about travel behavior.

Section: 2.4.5
While developing future-year forecasts, the study team
may determine that the regional travel model lacks
enough detail for the level of analysis required. In such
a case, a sub-area model and analysis may be needed.
This would involve the use of a model based on
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) methods or a
microsimulation model. A sub-area analysis may also
be warranted if the validation of the regional model is
poor in the sub-area or if the regional model is too
coarse in the sub-area. The best time to develop a subarea model is at the beginning of the project
development process while the regional model is being
reviewed and calibrated, when it is simpler to create
additional detail in the regional model (e.g., TAZ splits
and new roadway links) that will be useful in a refined
sub-area model.”

The FEIS notes the recommendation for
managed lanes was validated but does not
document if or how the travel model itself
was validated. Traffic Noise model was also
noted to be validated.
As the analysis of the future year “No Build”
conditions analysis shows travel time
significantly slower than walking or similar
transit trips, the model does not seem to
meet the guidance on reasonableness (See
Section 1 following this Table for more
details).
Mode splits would likely be significantly
different given these travel times
assumptions. The theoretical benefits or the
project are likely overstated.
For a project with as much potential impact
as the NHHIP, microsimulation would
provide a better assessment the true impact
of the proposed change. This is especially
true given the complicated intersections
proposed in or near downtown and the likely
changes in traffic patterns on local streets.
A Vissim model and a “detailed model” are
mentioned in the FEIS Comment Response
document but no details on the traffic
modeling scope, approach, or output are
provided in the FEIS.
The lack of detailed traffic modeling of local
streets likely underestimates impacts of
intersection operations caused by the
expanded freeway capacity increasing
downstream traffic volumes. This is likely
most acute in and around Downtown where

Request documentation of
reasonableness of model, especially
for the “No Build” Scenario. Request
more detail from travel time matrix
(e.g., for METRONext, before/after
travel times were documented for 30
specific trip pairs) comparing existing
travel time, no build travel time,
preferred alternative travel times with
exact trip origin destinations.
Also request detailed assumptions
about mode share and land use in
each alternative analyzed.
Request results of the
microsimulation model, especially in
locations requested as part of
comments on DEIS including
San Jacinto access to
downtown,
Ramp operation for
ingress/egress into NE
Downtown,
Operations near Polk and St
Emanuel/Hamilton including the
Lamar U-Turn and freeway offramp, and
IH-10 HOV Access into and out
of Downtown.

connectivity is impacted, but likely impacts
other adjacent intersections.

Sub Area Model

Confidence

Section: 2.4.5
While developing future-year forecasts, the study team
may determine that the regional travel model lacks
enough detail for the level of analysis required. In such
a case, a sub-area model and analysis may be needed.
This would involve the use of a model based on
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) methods or a
microsimulation model. A sub-area analysis may also
be warranted if the validation of the regional model is
poor in the sub-area or if the regional model is too
coarse in the sub-area. The best time to develop a subarea model is at the beginning of the project
development process while the regional model is being
reviewed and calibrated, when it is simpler to create
additional detail in the regional model (e.g., TAZ splits
and new roadway links) that will be useful in a refined
sub-area model.
Section: 2.4.4
For estimates of forecasts, substantial uncertainties
include, but are not limited to, the following: population
and employment forecasts, housing trends and costs,
global and local economic conditions, other planned
transportation improvements, time-of-day assumptions,
parking prices, fuel prices, and long-term changes in
vehicle technology. Obviously, the further the
forecasting horizon is from the current year and the
larger and more complex the alternatives that are being
analyzed, the greater the level of uncertainty may be.
To separate the various sources of uncertainty, it is
suggested that the lead agencies identify the principal
drivers of changes in traffic volumes through an
incremental buildup of the forecasts for an alternative.

Some concepts in the schematic included
with the FEIS do not seem to make sense
or rely on other future projects. One
example is HOV connections on IH 10.
Three lanes are proposed to merge to one
lane over a short distance creating a
bottleneck from day one of implementation.
More detailed modeling would help address
these issues and clarify actual impacts.
The documentation in the FEIS appears to
only show impacts at the regional model
level (e.g., the Air Quality analysis). Given
the varied and detailed impacts to
communities along the corridor, a sub-area
model providing greater detail would be
beneficial if not required.

No assessment of confidence in the
forecast or buildup of assumptions was
provided in the FEIS.
For example, traffic projections for the first
three years of the 2015-2040 analysis
period are already below the forecast
shown in the FEIS. (See Section 3 below)
This should be reflected in the risk factors
that could influence the projections.

Request model analysis at the subarea level with both the travel
demand model and microsimulation.
If no sub-area model was developed,
request rational for why that decision
was made.

Request FEIS provide buildup of
assumptions and an assessment of
risk factors to significant errors in the
projections.

Land Use
Impacts

Section: 4.1.3.2
1. Sierra Club, Ill. Chapter v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 962
F. Supp. 1037, 1043 (N.D. Ill. 1997)
Challengers alleged that the use of the same land use
forecast for the build and no build scenarios prevented
a rational analysis of alternatives. The Court agreed,
stating that…the final impact statement in this case
relies on the implausible assumption that the same
level of transportation needs will exist whether or not
the tollroad is constructed....The result is a forecast of
future needs that only the proposed tollroad can satisfy.
As a result, the final impact statement creates a selffulfilling prophecy that makes a reasoned analysis of
how different alternatives satisfy future needs
impossible.

Induced
Demand

Section: 2.4.6.3

Transit

Section: 2.2.4.3

Forecasting
Build Up of
Assumptions

One of the most controversial issues with regard to
forecasting as part of the NEPA process is that of
induced demand. While there are limits and complex
factors in reality and every corridor is unique to some
degree, it is important for transportation analyses to
consider the significance of induced demand. Induced
demand is the volume of traffic that is drawn to a new
or expanded road by providing additional capacity. This
induced demand comes from a number of sources,
including trips diverted from other routes, discretionary
trips that might not have been made without the service
improvement, and improved access to employment and
other activity location choices.

Transit provides important mobility benefits in
congested corridors throughout the country and it is
often necessary in a major NEPA study with highway
alternatives to consider the potential benefits of
upgrading transit services.
Section: 2.2.2
Forecasting buildup to understand how the
different model inputs contribute to changes from
the base year to the forecasting year. It is useful to
isolate and understand changes in travel patterns and
congestion in a corridor that are due to land use growth

The FEIS provides a section on Induced
Growth. It finds that the project will likely
only induce additional growth relative to
existing trends in locations in and near
downtown and in a small 0.25 mile band
along IH 45 up to Beltway 8. There are no
assumptions for induced growth beyond the
Beltway. Based on previous radial highway
widening projects, such as the widening of
IH 10W, the assumption is questionable.

Request detailed assumptions about
land use in each alternative analysis
and why no induced growth was
assumed to occur beyond Beltway 8.

There is incomplete documentation of
induced demand in the FEIS document.
While induced growth is mentioned,
development growth is only one factor in
assessing overall demand. The corridor is
likely to draw additional trips diverted from
other routes and discretionary trips that
might not have been made without the
service improvement. These components of
induced demand are not mentioned.

Request the FEIS specifically assess
the potential impacts of induced
demand on traffic volumes both on
the highway, and on local street links
where added freeway capacity may
induce additional trips.

No alternatives with dedicated transit lanes
were considered.

Request for project to be reevaluated
to include dedicated transit options
including those outlined in the
Mayor’s Letter.

No documentation of the buildup of
assumptions was included in the FEIS.
This makes the summarized assumptions
and outputs more difficult to assess for
credibility. It also makes it more difficult to
understand the factors that most influence
the projections.

Request detailed buildup of project
assumptions for traffic model.

versus transportation system expansion. Other inputs
that may be important in a corridor include assumptions
related to external trips and special generators. This
series of tests could easily be conducted using the
long-range transportation plan model inputs. Section
2.4.2 discusses the importance of the study team
explicitly defining and documenting the future no-build
highway (and transit) networks. Understanding the
impact of planned changes to the transportation system
is an important element of the forecasting buildup

Section 1) The reasonableness test for travel time assumptions does not appear to be met
The FEIS does not include any microsimulation of traffic impacts or intersection capacity analysis of the impact of a widened
freeway on local streets. The only traffic impacts seem to be measured through the use of a regional travel demand model. The
time saving benefits of the recommended option vs. the No Build are likely overstated.
a. From NEPA (https://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/nepa/Travel_LandUse/travel_landUse_rpt.aspx#l2-2-2-CalibrationValidation-and-Reasonableness-Checking-of-Travel-Models ) The calibration, validation, and reasonableness checking of
travel models constitute an important and necessary sequence of steps that are taken to prepare a travel model for
making reasonable forecasts.
i. Calibration, where adjustments are made to the model so that current observed conditions in the study area are
reasonably reproduced, ensures that the travel model’s forecasts are built on a foundation that is a good
representation of existing travel characteristics.
ii. Validation, where the sensitivity of the model to changes in inputs and assumptions is tested, ensures that the
travel model responds reasonably to transportation system changes and will have the ability to produce forecasts.
b. The travel demand model does not appear to meet the reasonableness test. The model does not accurately capture the
impact on total trips and trip mode split caused by delay assumptions and likely significantly overstates project benefits.
i. The estimated travel times for no build are not reasonable;
1. Examples of these trips are shown in the Travel Time Table below which was provided in the NHHIP
Project Facts & Highlights.

2. As driving trip speeds drop significantly, driving trip demand will also decline or people will choose different,
faster modes to make their trip; Travel Demand Models often do not factor this into the modeling
assumptions accurately.
ii. The H-GAC Travel Demand Model typically does not include detailed assumptions for mode choice and alternate
mode networks, especially around choices to walk and bike.
1. The travel times shown for the NHHIP assume trip times that are longer than actual walking trips would be.
When travel times are this long, it typically means people would choose other routes or modes or choose to
not make a particular trip at a given time of day.
2. This assumption inflates the perceived benefit of the project. The model does not seem accurately
calibrated to account for these issues.
iii. An example of this is the trip shown in the Travel Time Table from Near Northside to Midtown.
1. This trip is assumed to take 103 minutes in the No Build and 16 minutes with the NHHIP.
2. Because exact locations are not provided by the Table, we can compare at a trip from the intersection of
Fulton at Quitman in Near Northside to the intersection of Caroline at Elgin in Midtown which are both
central to their respective districts.
3. Existing driving trip travel times from Google Maps in January 2020 are estimated to take 9-18 minutes and
cover a distance of 5.2 miles. As the crow fly distances between these two points is 3 miles.

4. The No Build travel time assumption of 5.2 miles in 103 minutes would imply a travel speed of 3 mph.
5. According to Google Maps, making this trip via walking would take 31 minutes less (72 minutes vs. 103
minutes).

6. Taking this trip by METRO’s Red Line LRT would take 29 minutes (14 minutes walking, 15 minutes riding
on the train)
7. Clearly fewer people would make this trip at his time via driving if these were the choices.
8. This is one trip example, but these assumptions appear to show up repeatedly in the modelling for NHHIP
and show how the travel time benefits are likely significantly overstated by the model.
9. It is also interesting that with years of planning, these are the five trip pairs that have been selected to
highlight the project benefits. It would be logical to highlight trips that show a real benefit from the $7b+
investment but based on example trips these are appear overstated and unreasonable.
c. The FEIS States “In addition to overall travel demand, congestion is intensified by bottlenecks, merging traffic, and
weaving to access entrance and exit ramps. Bottlenecks are segments of a road where there is a change in traffic
capacity, such as the loss of a lane, which can cause traffic to slow and create additional delays.”
i. The FEIS clearly does not address where the preferred alternative design creates these conditions on local streets
only highway segments such as where freeway ramps enter the downtown street grid along St Emanuel.

Section 2) Base line model Assumptions for traffic growth have not been supported by actual data.
a. Traffic volumes on IH 45 have been essentially flat for two decades; (Source: TxDOT Statewide Planning Map Data)

i. Beltway 8 to IH 610 (0.2% Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR))
ii. IH 610 to Downtown (-0.3% CAGR)
iii. IH 45 at Downtown (0.2% CAGR)
b. Population in the Houston region has grown 1.7-2.1% over a similar time 2000-2018 time period. (Source: H-GAC
Regional Demographic Snapshot)

i. H-GAC 8-County Region Population
1. 2000: 4.6 Million
2. 2018: 6.7 Million (2.1% CAGR)
ii. Harris County Population
1. 2000: 3.4 Million
2. 2018: 4.6 Million (1.7% CAGR)
c. Traffic volumes growth on parallel roadways is also flat so there is not apparent spillover traffic due to congestion on IH
45. Only Airline Drive has seen growth at or above population growth rates. Many other locations have seen traffic
decline. (Source: City of Houston GIMS)
iv. Kuykendahl near Greens
i. Airline near Tidwell
1. 2010 ADT – 22,656
1. 2012 ADT – 20,336
2. 2019 ADT – 19,052 (-2.0% CAGR)
2. 2016 ADT – 22,295 (2.3% CAGR)
v. Veterans Memorial South of 249
ii. Airline near North Main
1. 2010 ADT – 18,986
1. 2011 ADT – 10,802
2. 2017 ADT – 18,265 (-0.6% CAGR)
2. 2019 ADT – 13,172 (2.5% CAGR)
vi. Veterans Memorial at Dewalt
iii. Fulton near Collingsworth
1. 2010 ADT – 18,697
1. 2009 ADT – 7,706
2. 2017 ADT – 16,526 (-1.7% CAGR)
2. 2018 ADT – 7,251 (-0.7% CAGR)
d. FEIS Traffic projections assume significant growth in daily demand.
i. The average daily traffic volumes on IH 45 on the segments from US 59/I-69 to I-10 (Downtown area) and I-610 to
Beltway 8 North are projected in the FEIS to increase up to approximately 40 percent between 2015 and 2040.
The average daily traffic volume on IH 45 between IH 10 and IH 610 is projected to increase up to approximately
15 percent during the same period.
1. This means that the FEIS assumes:
a. IH 45 (Beltway 8 to IH 610) will increase from a 2000-2018 CAGR of 0.2% to 1.4% CAGR for 2015
to 2040.
b. IH 45 (IH 610 to Downtown) will increase from a 2000-2018 CAGR of -0.3% to 0.6% for 2015 to
2040
c. IH 45 adjacent to Downtown (Pierce Elevated) will increase from a 2000-2018 CAGR of 0.2% to
1.4% 2015-2040

2. These all represent an assumption of significant changes in traffic volume growth at a time when travel
patterns are changing, and pandemic impacts may change the nature of work for years to come.
3. The assumption of growth can already be challenges as 2018 is three years into the FEIS projected traffic
period and traffic volumes are lower than the FEIS projected growth rates on all three segments. 20152018 growth rates are:
a. Beltway 8 to IH 610: 0.2%
b. IH 610 to Downtown: -1.4%
c. IH 45 at Downtown: 1.3%
4. Based on the existing available data, the assumptions used to justify the need to expand the freeway are
questionable and support the need to look at other options to improve mobility in the corridor with lesser
impacts on adjacent communities.
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SUBJECT:

Comments - North Houston Highway Improvement Project

Gentlemen:
Harris County Engineering submits the attached comments for your consideration and
action.
We look forward to discussing these with you directly as the project proceeds.
Sincerely,

~

Manager, Transportation and Planning
(713) 274-3671
Loyd.Smith@hcpid.org

Cc: John Blount, Harris County Engineer

Harris County Engineering Department

Comments

North Houston Highway Improvement

1.

Project

Impacts to Harris County Roads

In Segment One, Harris County maintains the following

roadways on the west side of 1-45 intersecting

1-45 frontage road:

the southbound

West Gillespie Road
Winding Bayou Trace
Greens landing Drive
West Road
Blue Bell Road
At West Gillespie Road, we request that the concrete pavement turnout

be designed to accommodate

the greater of either the existing roadway width or the ultimate street width of 41 feet.
The turnouts at Winding Bayou, Greens landing and West should match the existing roadway widths.
In coordination

with the City of Houston, in 2016 Blue Bell Road was designated as a collector street on

the Houston Major Thoroughfare
with a diamond intersection
thoroughfare

intersections

and Freeway Plan. We are pleased to see a proposed 1-45 overpass

and U-turns. These improvements

will reduce congestion at adjacent major

with 1-45 and will provide valuable cross-access to the neighborhoods

east

and west of 1-45.

However, the schematic at Blue Bell Road shows only one eastbound
passing under the 1-45 bridge, without

lane and one westbound

lane

a dedicated left turn lane in either direction. This design is typical

at rural underpasses with low volumes. To accommodate

expected traffic demand and to reduce signal

delays, we request that the Blue Bell Road cross-section be revised to at least four lanes under 1-45. The
1

turnouts

and the connecting roadways to the east and the west should also be widened to match, with

multiple lanes approaching the intersection

2.

from the east and west.

Direct Impacts to Harris County-Owned Property

We have

identified

improvements,

two

Harris

County

tracts

that

are

immediately

adjacent

to

the

proposed

both located in Segment Three.

American Statesmanship Park is located along the western ROW line of the 1-10/1-45 interchange.
schematic drawings show a relatively

small ROW acquisition

public street providing access to the site.

The

that certainly affects Bingham Street, the

It is not clear whether

ROW acquisition

will also include a

portion of the adjacent Harris County park tract.

In either case, we request that TxDOT take additional
Two during the environmental

steps to coordinate

with Harris County Precinct

clearance process and during the design and construction

phases.

Steps to mitigate impacts to the park site may be required.

Nance Street Parking Lot - The other directly impacted Harris County property
Street (HCAD # 027111000001),
connector.

which is adjacent to the westbound

Harris County currently

Last month

Commissioners'

1-10 to southbound

operates a satellite parking facility for its employees

Court authorized

proceeding through design and construction

funding

without

for expansion

of the facility,

delay. The plans accommodate

proposed Hardy Toll Road bridge, which is currently designed to be constructed

The northwest

is located at 2202 Nance
1-69 direct
on this tract.
which

will

be

piers for HCTRA's

overhead.

corner of the Nance property is shown on the project schematic drawings as a proposed

ROW acquisition serving a relocated 1-10/1-69 direct connector to be built as an overhead bridge.
Street is proposed to be terminated

Nance

with a cul-de-sac requiring a small secondary ROW acquisition along

our tract's northern border.
To minimize damages to the County facilities, we request that TxDOT adjust the design of the proposed
detention

pond to be constructed

under the adjacent structures

2

in the 1-10/1-69 interchange.

Creating

level areas under the ramp instead of a sunken detention
County to work together
Similarly, exploring

an alternative

access and circulation

3.

toward

an equitable

pond opens up options for TxDOT and the

solution that will minimize the loss of parking spaces.

layout for the Nance Street cul-de-sac could lessen impacts to our

driveways within the site.

Significant Indirect Impacts to the County Courthouse

I

Criminal Justice Complex on the North

Side of Downtown

In Segment Three, we have a number of concerns regarding access and connectivity
proposed freeways and the north side of downtown.
on the north side of downtown,

Harris County government

between the

owns 'multiple facilities

providing vital public services and serving as a workplace for several

thousand employees.
Currently, the existing North San Jacinto Street connection

to 1-10 provides a primary point of access to

some 15,000 vehicles per day accessing the County complex and other destinations
evident that this access - as well as the connectivity
of downtown
Additional

in downtown.

It is

to the larger freeway network from the north side

- will be negatively impacted by the proposed project.

local street improvements

- as well as modified or additional

freeway access ramps - should

be added to the TxDOT project, not left to local agencies and impacted landowners

to sort out on their

own.

Freeway and local street access to North San Jacinto Street, North Main Street, McKee Street and
Hardy Street is either eliminated or left to other agencies to complete
The schematic is not sufficiently
local street in the "warehouse

developed to fully understand the negative
district"

impacts of changes to the

near the 1-10/ North San Jacinto intersection.

A set of one-way

frontage roads are shown adjacent to the proposed freeway between Main Street and the McKee Street
/ Hardy Street one-way pair, but there is incomplete
must be included in TxDOT's construction

definition

of local street network

in order to maintain connectivity

and North San Jacinto Street.

3

to downtown

restoration

that

via Main Street

The schematic drawings merely show existing TxDOT roadways at the north end of North San Jacinto
Street being designated

as "surplus

ROW".

Thus only the removal

of vital connecting

roadways

is

indicated, with the result that existing Main Street, North San Jacinto, Vine Street, Walnut Street, Nance
Street and other

roadways

in that

sufficient level of project definition

area are shown as unconnected

street

segments.

This is not a

to ensure all impacts are evaluated and mitigated.

The 1-10 ramp configuration near North San Jacinto Street has negative impacts to drivers accessing
the regional freeway system

Currently, the North San Jacinto route into downtown

easily connects to multiple freeways via the Main

Street / North San Jacinto / Nance Street ramps on 1-10. The ramps being proposed to serve this area do
not provide equivalent access.
A few examples (an incomplete

•

The 1-10 westbound

list):

exit ramp to the surface street network

has been relocated to east of the

Hardy Street / McKee Street one-way pair, which will require all exiting vehicle to immediately
pass through a traffic signal or all-way stop sign control at each of the two intersections.
•

From there, a surface street / frontage

road extends westbound

to a turnaround

near Main

Street, then continues back to the east on the south side of the proposed freeway. This could be
intended to maintain access to southbound

North San Jacinto Street, except that no connection

to North San Jacinto Street is shown as being part of the project.
•

Similarly, there is no apparent

westbound

connection

route between

the 1-10 westbound

exit

ramp and Main Street.
•

A proposed entrance ramp to 1-10 westbound

is located just west of McKee Street, similar to the

existing layout. However, this ramp no longer provides access to 1-45 northbound.
•

In the other

direction,

traveling

from downtown

to the East Freeway, there

is currently

an

eastbound entry ramp onto 1-10 located just a few feet from the north end of North San Jacinto
Street. The apparent

new route to the East Freeway entry ramp at Waco will be two miles in

length via the proposed Rothwell extension under 1-69, with traffic signals at multiple
along the way. (Assuming surface street connectivity
recommended

above.) Alternatively,

locations

near North San Jacinto is restored

a proposed eastbound

1-10 ramp located between

as

Main

Street and North San Jacinto Street could be accessed via a nearly one mile counterclockwise
loop on the proposed frontage roads.
Additional

evaluation

should be conducted

to ensure TxDOT has fully mitigated

traffic and travel time

impacts to the 15,000 drivers using North San Jacinto Street every day.

We believe such an analysis will show the need for improvements
mitigate the impact of the apparent

removal of the many connecting
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to the proposed freeway design to
roadways and the freeway ramps

serving northern downtown
into downtown

and the North San Jacinto Street / North Main Street / McKee Street portals

Houston.

The surface street configuration at the northeast corner of downtown near 1-69 has negative impacts
to drivers arriving or departing the eastern corner of the north end of downtown

Congress, Franklin and Commerce Streets are vital access routes to the County Courthouse

Complex.

Ruiz Street is also a significant collector street route to several facilities.

There are significant
where

issues with lane balance, roadway capacity and incomplete

these streets

intersect

proposed southbound

north-south

streets

at 1-69, including

existing

frontage road and the proposed St. Emanuel northbound

design development
Hamilton

connections

Street,

the

to 1-69 and

1-10.
The most significant

of these is an apparent

reduction

of the capacity of Franklin Street, the sole

eastbound roadway providing direct egress from the eastern part of the Courthouse area across 1-69 to
the East End (via Navigation)
effect is compounded

and to ramps leading to the freeway network

by a missing design for the reconfigured

to the north. The negative

Franklin Street intersection

with St.

Emanuel Street.
Currently there are three eastbound lanes of Franklin Street passing under 1-69, two through lanes and a
dedicated left turn lane. It appears that only two eastbound through lanes are provided in the schematic
design prepared by TxDOT, creating the appearance that Franklin Street will connect only to Navigation
Boulevard. This would be a result with excessive negative impacts to all drivers in the area.
The schematic
intersection,

shows

proposed

where eastbound

Franklin

Street

construction

will

end short

of the

St. Emanuel

drivers will expect to make a left turn to access the freeway
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entrance

ramps to the north.

In its current

configuration,

however,

a raised median serves to prohibit

those

eastbound left turns.
There are clearly fundamental

deficiencies

in the Franklin street design details. These should be re-

evaluated and corrected.
Similarly, Harris County recommends
related

analysis of apparent

access and circulation

deficiencies

to the closure of Runnels Street and the reconfiguration

of ramps connecting

to the new

southbound

further

frontage road, Hamilton Street, Chenevert Street and Jackson Street.

We believe there

are a number

of potential

design improvements

with

significant

benefits

and a

relatively low cost. They include:

•

Adding a connection

between Ruiz and the southbound

•

restoring two lanes of southbound

frontage road

McKee Street transitioning

to Jackson Street where a ramp is

being removed
•

adding a direct connection

between southbound

McKee and the southbound

i-69 frontage road

via existing Runnels pavement
•

Refining the south end of the freeway / HOV ramps at the north end of Chenevert to ensure
access to northbound

McKee is maintained

or expanded to two lanes to match the McKee

roadway cross-section to the north
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Finally, we note that there is an existing hike-bike trail under 1-69 between
providing a connection

Commerce and Runnels,

between the East End, Runnels Street, McKee Street, Bute Park and the Buffalo

Bayou trails. (Much of the trail was constructed

by Harris County and is maintained

Houston.)
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by the City of

The proposed design should include an off-road

hike-bike trail with

connectivity.
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equivalent

accessibility

and

